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Abstract
I have developed a software that can simultaneously fit observed radial ve-
locities (RVs) and transit times (T0s) data with the purpose of determining the
orbital parameters of exoplanetary systems. I have called this program TRADES:
TRAnsits and Dynamics of Exoplanetary Systems. I implemented a dynamical
simulator for N-body systems which also fits the available data during the or-
bital integration and determines the best combination of the orbital parameters
by using a grid search, a χ2 minimization, a genetic algorithms, a particle swarm
optimization, and a bootstrap analysis.
To validate TRADES, I tested the code on a synthetic three-body system and
on two real systems discovered by the Kepler mission: Kepler-9 and Kepler-11.
These systems are good benchmarks to test multiple exoplanet systems show-
ing transit time variations (TTVs) due to the gravitational interaction among
planets. I have found orbital parameters of Kepler-11 planets in good agree-
ment with the values proposed in the discovery paper and with a a recent work
from the same authors. I analyzed the first three quarters of Kepler-9 system
and found parameters in partial agreement with the discovery paper. Analyzing
transit times (T0s) covering 12 quarters ofKepler data I have found a new best-fit
solution for Kepler-9. This solution outputs masses that are about the 55% of the
values proposed in the discovery paper; this leads to a reduced semi-amplitude
of the radial velocities of about 12.80 ms−1.
Furthermore, I created a synthetic data set of RVs and T0s, based on the
Kepler-9 system, that samples the future observations with ESA satellite CHEOPS.
This has been done to study the CHEOPS performances in case of the detection
of transit time variation (TTV) signal due to an undetected planet in an exo-
planetary system. This analysis is still ongoing, and it will undergo substantial
changes with further development of the next phases of the CHEOPS mission.
In addition, I have applied TRADES on few exoplanetary systems of the sam-
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ple of the TASTE project (The Asiago Search of Transit timing variations of Ex-
oplanets). In the past, a TTV has been claimed For these systems, but recently
this has been excluded because of underestimated uncertainties on the tran-
sit time measurements. In the next future I will extend the dynamical analysis
of these systems in view of new data that have been recently collected by the
TASTE project.
Riassunto
Ho sviluppato un programma per riprodurre simultaneamente le velocità ra-
diali (RV) e i tempi di transito (T0s) osservati con lo scopo di determinare i para-
metri orbitali di sistemi esoplanetari. Ho chiamato questo programma TRADES:
TRAnsits and Dynamics of Exoplanetary Systems. Il simulatore dinamico N-
corpi, che ho implementato, riproduce i dati disponibili durante l’integrazione
delle orbite e determina la miglior combinazione dei parametri orbitali trami-
te una ricerca su una griglia di parametri, una tecnica di minimizzazione del
χ2, un algoritmo genetico, una tecnia di ottimizzazione a sciami di particelle e
un’analisi di tipo bootstrap.
Per validare TRADES, ho testato il codice su un sistema a 3-corpi sintetico e
su due sistemi reali scoperti dalla missione Kepler: Kepler-9 e Kepler-11. Questi
sistemi sono perfetti campioni di sistemi di esopianeti multipli, che mostrano
variazioni dei tempi di transito (TTVs) per l’interazione gravitazionale tra pia-
neti. Ho ricavato per i pianeti di Kepler-11 dei parametri orbitali in buon accor-
do con i valori proposti nell’articolo della scoperta e con un recente lavoro fatto
dagli stessi autori. Ho analizzato i primi tre quarti di dati del sistema Kepler-9 e
ho trovato dei parametri in parziale accordo con l’articolo della scoperta. Ana-
lizzando i tempi di transito (T0s) che coprono dodici quarti di dati del satellite
Kepler ho ricavato una nuova soluzione che meglio riproduce i dati. Le masse di
questa soluzione orbitale sono circa il 55% dei valori inizialmente proposti; que-
sto ha come conseguenza la riduzione della semi-ampiezza delle velocità radiali
di circa 12.80 ms−1.
Inoltre, ho creato un campione sintetico di dati di RVs e T0, basandomi sul
sistema Kepler-9, che riproducano le osservazioni future del satellite dell’ESA
CHEOPS. Ciò è stato fatto per studiare le prestazioni di CHEOPS in caso di rile-
vazione di segnali di TTV dovuti ad un pianeta sconosciuto in un sistema pla-
netario. Questa analisi è ancora in corso e subirà dei sostanziali cambiamenti
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durante le prossime fasi di sviluppo della missione CHEOPS.
Ulteriormente, ho applicato TRADES a qualche sistema esoplanetario del cam-
pione del progetto TASTE (The Asiago Search of Transit timing variations of Exo-
planets). Per questi sistemi era stato precedentemente riscontrato la variazione
del tempo dei transiti, ma di recente ciò è stato escluso perché le stime dell’in-
certezza sui tempi di transito erano sottostimate. Nel prossimo futuro esten-
derò l’analisi dinamica di questi sistemi in vista dei nuovi dati che sono stati
recentemente ottenuti dal progetto TASTE.
Introduction
Nowadays, more than 1811 planets1 have been discovered and confirmed in
about 1126 planetary systems. Around 466 planetary systems are known to be
multiple planet systems. Hundreds of Kepler planetary candidates with mul-
tiple transit-like signals are still waiting confirmation (see Latham et al. 2011;
Lissauer et al. 2011b). In order to characterize this kind of systems it is funda-
mental to combine information coming from both transit times (T0) and radial
velocities (RVs). Another effect due to the presence of multiple planets is the
transit time variation (TTV): the gravitational interaction between planets cau-
ses a deviation from the Keplerian orbit and, as a consequence, the transit times
of a planet may be not strictly periodic (see Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray
2005; Miralda-Escudé 2002). This effect can be also used to infer the presence
of an unknown planet, even if it does not transit the host star (Agol et al. 2005;
Holman & Murray 2005). For examples concerning the use of this technique see
Kepler Transit Timing Observations series (TTO, Ford et al. 2011, and references
therein) and TASTE project (Nascimbeni et al. 2011a, and references therein).
The problem of the determination of the masses and of the orbital parame-
ters of the planets in a multiple system is a difficult inverse problem. In some
work, the authors have decided to use an analytic approach to the problem, e.g.
Nesvorný & Morbidelli (2008); Nesvorný (2009), developing a method from the
perturbation theory (Hori 1966; Deprit 1969) where the transit times are com-
puted as a Fourier series. An example of the application of this technique can
be found in Nesvorný et al. (2013) where the authors have foreseen the presence
of the planet KOI-142c in the system, that has been recently confirmed in the
paper by Barros et al. (2013).
The conceptually simplest, but computationally intensive, method described in
this paper is based on a direct numerical N-body approach (Steffen & Agol 2005;
1http://exoplanet.eu/catalog, 2014 July 27th.
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Agol & Steffen 2007). Very recently, Deck et al. (2014) have developed TTVFast,
a symplectic integrator that computes transit times and radial velocities of an
exoplanetary system.
I will introduce briefly, in Chapter 1, the state of art on the exoplanet search,
describing the main techniques used to detect and to characterize exoplanets.
In Chapter 2, I will introduce the TRADES program, the basic formulas and how it
calculates radial velocities and transit times. In Chapter 3, I will illustrate appli-
cations of TRADES on a synthetic 3-body system and on two real cases: Kepler-
11 and Kepler-9. In Chapter 4, I will show some preliminary results based on
simulated case for the TTV analysis for the CHEOPS mission and on systems
from the sample of the TASTE (The Asiago Search for Transit timing variations
of Exoplanets) project.
Capitolo 1
Extra-solar planets
The search for extra-solar planets (or exoplanets) is a relatively young, but
very fascinating, astronomical and astrophyical topic fo the latest two decades.
The interest in this research have grown so much that the number of the di-
scovered exoplanets has undergone a huge increase (more than 1800 confirmed
planets so far) since the discovery by Mayor & Queloz of the very first exoplanet
in the 1995.
The basic idea was to search for solar-system analogs, and it was expected
to find the extra-solar counterparts of our planets, especially an Earth-twin in
the habitable zone (HZ). Even if it has been found that the exoplanets are qui-
te common in the Universe, the discovered exoplanets have shown characteri-
stics quite different from expectations. In fact, one of the most incredible di-
scovery has been the existence of Jupiter-like exoplanets that orbit very close to
their hosting star (i.e., within the orbit of Mercury). They are the so-called ‘hot-
Jupiter’. Furthermore, these hot-Jupiter planets have shown to be inflated due
to the stellar flux, and so they have larger radii and lower density than Jupiter.
Nowadays, many exoplanetary systems have been discovered and they show a
wide range of characteristics, i.e., some has only one hot-Jupiter planet, others
are multiple planet systems (wide or very compact), some planets orbit a star of
a binary system (S-type orbit) or around the binary (P-type orbit, ‘circumbinary
planet’). The current and future ground- and space-based missions are moving
towards the detection and the study of exoplanets with small mass and radius,
in particular Neptune- and Earth-size exoplanets.
2 Extra-solar planets
1.1 Techniques to detect and characterize extra-solar pla-
nets
There are different techniques that allow to discover and to study exoplanets
and their environments. I can summarize the principal planet-finding techni-
ques in: radial velocity (RV, or Doppler effect technique), transits and transit
time tariation (TTV), astrometry, timing, gravitational microlensing, and direct
imaging.
Before the launch in the 2010 of the NASA space missionKepler, the most prolific
technique in the exoplanet search was the Radial Velocity (RV) technique. Then
the number of planets discovered by transit-based missions and surveys increa-
sed a lot. In Fig. 1.1 it is shown the trend of the exoplanet discoveries since 1989
up to July 24, 2014 for each different technique used so far. The RV and transit
method together have discovered a huge number of exoplanets compared to all
other techniques.
Figura 1.1: Histogram of the number of discovered exoplanets per year. The RV has been
the most prolific technique for almost 20 years. The number of transiting exoplanet increa-
sed with the first data from Kepler mission, that reached its peak in the 2014. All other tech-
niques contribute in a small amount compared with RV and transits method. Credits by
exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/exoplanetplots.
This is mainly due to the characteristics of the star and of the type of planet
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they can detect: large planets close to their hosting star. In fact, each technique
has its own sensitivities and limitations. The main biases are given by selection
effects in mass (M), radius (R), and semi-major axis (a) (or period, P ). A clear
example of this effect is shown in Fig. 1.2, where the mass of the planets is plot-
ted as function of the period. In particular, the transit method allows to discover
high-mass planets on short periods. Future space missions, such as CHEOPS
and PLATO, and new ground-based telescopes, such as the future EELT@ESO,
will be able to observe lighter exoplanets with the transit technique. Also the RV
technique is suitable for massive exoplanets with short periods, but at the mo-
ment it covers a slightly different part of the M-P plot (see Fig. 1.2). The future
facilities shall be able to fill the gap between these techniques. At the time of
writing neither of these technique have detected an Earth-analog. This is clearly
visible in Fig. 1.2, where there are no points that coincide with an Earth-analog
planet, that should lies at ∼ 0.003 MJup.
Figura 1.2: Scatter plot of the masses of the exoplanets as function of the period. Different co-
lor for each different detecting exoplanet technique. It is clear the selection effects due to the
different methods. Credits by exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/exoplanetplots.
In the next two subsections I will report a brief description of the main two
techniques that allow to detect and to characterize the extra-solar planets: Ra-
dial Velocities and Transits.
4 Extra-solar planets
1.1.1 Radial Velocity or Doppler effect technique
A Doppler shift, or a wavelength shift (or a color change), in a stellar spec-
trum can be used to calculate the motion of the star along our line of sight. This
is the basic idea behind the Radial Velocity (RV) technique. The Doppler me-
thod has been used in the past century to study stellar kinematics, stellar binary
systems, and to identify stellar pulsations. In the 1952, Struve proposed that
high-precision RV could be used to detect an hypothetical planet 10 times more
massive than Jupiter at a distance of 1/50 of astronomical unit (au) from its ho-
sting star. This planet would have produced an easily detectable (at that time)
RV of about 2 kms−1 if its orbit would have been perfectly edge-on. Only after
the development of techniques able to remove the telluric lines from the spec-
trum, the astronomers could reach the RV precision needed to detect a signal
from an extra-solar planet. This RV threshold has been achieved in the 1995,
when Mayor & Queloz were able to detect the first ‘true’ exoplanet: 51 Pegasi b
(confirmed by Marcy & Butler 1995), about 4.23 days of period, and a projected
mass Mp sin i ∼ 0.5MJup, with a RV precision of about 13 ms−1.
Taking into account a 2-body system, the RV is the barycentric velocity of the
star projected on the line of sight. Following Murray & Correia (2011) and Lovis
& Fischer (2011), the projected velocity is given by the equation:
Vr = ~˙r1 · kˆ = γ+K (cos(ω+ f )+e cosω) (1.1.1)
where ~˙r1 is the barycentric velocity of the star, kˆ is the versor that defines the line
of sight, γ is the motion of the barycenter of the system, K is the semi-amplitude
of the RV that can be computed as (Vr,max−Vr,min)/2. The other three parame-
ters, ω, f , and e, are the argument of the pericenter, the true anomaly and the
eccentricity of the body, respectively. The second term defines the so-called Ke-
plerian term, that is function of the orbital parameters of the system, that de-
termines the phase of the planet, φ = ω+ f . The true anomaly f is a function
of time and it is an angle measured from ω that defines the position of the pla-
net. It is common to add to equation 1.1.1 a further linear term that takes into
account instrumental drifts, massive unidentified bodies, or companions with
long periods. The semi-amplitude K depends on the orbital parameters of the
body and on the mass of the star and it can be written in practical units as:
K = 28.4329 ms
−1
p
1−e2
M2 sin i
MJup
(
M1+M2
M¯
)−1/2 ( a
1 au
)−1/2
(1.1.2)
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where M1 and M2 are the masses of the star and of the planet, respectively; a is
the semi-major axis of the planet in astrocentric coordinates, and i is the incli-
nation of the orbit of the body. It is possible to express Eq. 1.1.2 in term of the
period, P , through the third Kepler’s Law:
K = 28.4329 ms
−1
p
1−e2
M2 sin i
MJup
(
M1+M2
M¯
)−2/3 ( P
1 yr
)−1/3
(1.1.3)
In order to determine the different observables, K , P or a, e, ω, and f it is
necessary to obtain different values of Vr, or RV, covering the whole phase φ of
the planet. Usually, the mass of the planet M2 is negligible compared to the star
mass M1 that is measurable via spectroscopic analysis, photometry, parallax,
and from evolutionary models. When all these information are collected it is
possible to calculate the ‘minimum’, or projected, mass: M2 sin i . In fact, with
the RV method it is not possible to disentangle the planet orbit inclination from
the mass, and only the projected mass is achievable.
The common way to analyze RV data is to build a periodogram, i.e., with the
Lomb-Scargle or the General Lomb-Scargle (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) algo-
rithms, in order to evaluate a starting period and its false alarm probability (fap,
that measures the significance of the signal at that period). The periodogram
can detect a periodic signal through a least-square fitting of sinusoidal taking in-
to account measurement errors, unevenly spaced observations, and drift. Then
a Keplerian fit for a single planet is used to determine the exoplanet parameters.
A model of the RV is built from the fitted parameters and it is compared to
the data. If the residuals between the data and the model show a pattern, or
if a periodogram of the residuals shows a significant signal at a certain period,
then the fitting process will be iterate searching for further planets. This is the
so-called Keplerian fit that needs 5np + 1 fitting parameters (or +2, taking in-
to account a further linear term) with np the number of planets. The robust-
ness of the fit could be increased using the fitted parameters in the Keplerian fit
as the initial parameters for a multi-planet fit. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
and the Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain (MCMC) methods are efficients, robusts, and
common algorithms used for this purpose.
1.1.2 Method of the transits and Transit Time Variation
An eclipse is defined as the astronomical phenomenon during which a body
obscures another body. When a planet, the smaller body, passes in front of the
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host star it is called a transit (or primary eclipse). Vice versa, when the planet is
behind the star it is called occultation (or secondary eclipse).
It is worthy to mention that the eclipse events are very useful to study diffe-
rent type of astrophysical problems. In particular, it has been possible to mea-
sure precisely the speed of light through the timing of the eclipses of Jupiter’s
moons, to estimate the astronomical unit (au) during the solar eclipse of Venus;
and the stellar structure and evolution can be studied from the analysis of the
eclipses of binary stars.
From an exoplanet point of view, observing a transit allows the direct deter-
mination of the radius (Rp), the inclination (i ) of the orbit, and the semi-major
axis (a) of the planet. An example of a transit, and of an occultation, is reported
in Fig. 1.3 (see Fig. 6.9 of Perryman 2011). Following Fig. 1.3, when the planet
disk touches the star disk the observed flux (F ) will be dimmed. We have the
mid transit time, or central transit time or simply transit time (TT or T0), when
the flux depletion is maximum, i.e., when the planet is perfectly aligned with the
center of the star. That is, when the projected distance on sky plane between
the center of the planet and the star (rsky) is minimum. The flux variation, or as
it is commonly called the depth of the transit, ∆F , is proportional to the ratio
between the projected area covered by the planet and the stellar disk, so it can
be expressed as a function of Rp. For circular orbits it could be approximated by
the equation:
∆F
F
∝
(
Rp
R?
)2
. (1.1.4)
An extended formulation of the stellar flux variation that can be measured ana-
lyzing a light curve (LC) during a transit can be found in Mandel & Agol (2002).
In example, for the Earth∆F/F is of the order of∼ 8.4×10−5, and it increases to
∼ 1.1×10−2 for Jupiter.
In addition to the TT, other four important times can be calculated during the
transit, the contact times (tcon,i with i=1,2,3,4). The planet is just before the tran-
sit and its disk touches the stellar disk at the first contact time (tcon,1); the second
contact time (tcon,2) is defined when the planet is completely inside the stellar
disk and their disks touch each other (see circles named 1 and 2 in Fig. 1.3). The
tcon,1 and tcon,2 define the transit ingress. The transit egress, from tcon,3 to tcon,4,
has the same definition of the ingress, but it identifies the end of the transit (see
circles 3 and 4 in Fig. 1.3). In some cases, it is possible to calculate only tcon,1 and
tcon,4 and it is called a grazing eclipse (or grazing transit); in this case the planet
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occultation
( (
DT
DF
Figura 1.3: Schematic view of a transit. Top: orbit of a planet that passes in front of the star;
the four contact times are shown as numbered circles; the halfway contact times are not shown.
Bottom: the stellar flux variation as function of time. The labels have the same meaning of the
main text.
disk is not completely within the stellar disk.
When the tcon,i are determined it is possible to calculate the total duration
(DT ) and the full duration (DF ) of the transit. The DT is the difference between
tcon,4 and tcon,1, while DF is given by tcon,3− tcon,2. Winn (2011) gives the equa-
tions forDT andDF (he called themTtot andTfull, respectively) in case of circular
and eccentric orbits in term of the Keplerian elements. The ratio between full
and total duration gives information about the transit shape (Perryman 2011,
Chapter 6). However, it would be better to calculate the transit duration (D) as
the difference between the so-called tcon,3.5 and tcon,1.5, the halfway points of
egress and ingress, respectively. Recalling the two previous cases of the Earth
(with P = 1 yr) and Jupiter (P = 11.86 yr), the duration D of the transit would be
of about 13 hours and 30 hours, respectively.
It is necessary to stress that the determination of the contact times is very
delicate, because they depend on the coefficients of limb darkening (LD). The
star has the edges (the limbs) fainter than the center. This cause a smaller ∆F
near the edge and a deeper ∆F at the center. In a light curve this is translated in
less distinct tcon,2 and tcon,3 and a rounded bottom at the center of the transit.
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The existence of the LD effect implies that would not be appropriate to define
tcon,1.5 and tcon,3.5 as the mean time of ingress ((tcon,1− tcon,2)/2) and egress ti-
mes ((tcon,3− tcon,4)/2), respectively; it would be better to determine the times at
which the projected distance of the center of the planet (rsky) is equal to R?.
Furthermore, D depends on the impact parameter (b), that is the projected-
distance between the center of the planet and of the star at the time of the co-
njunction. For circular orbits, and in units of stellar radius, b is approximated
as:
b = a
R?
cos i . (1.1.5)
If b is equal to zero the planet passes exactly through the center of the star, D is
maximum, and the inclination is i = 90◦. If b is greater than 0 and lower than
1, D will be shorter. When b = 1 the transit is grazing and D =DT . A value of b
higher than 1 means that the planet does not transit at all. The formulation of
D and b for eccentric orbits can be found, i.e., in Ford et al. (2008), Winn (2011),
and Perryman (2011).
The shape of the transit changes with D , and so with b, and the transit light
curve tends towards a V–shape for b that tends to unity. Furthermore, the LC
shape depends on the observation wavelength (λ). The LC during the transit
appears more V–shaped and rounded at the bottom at shorterλ, while it appears
more boxy at longer λ. Likewise, this effect is still due to the LD effect.
The first transiting extrasolar planet, HD 209458b, has been discovered by
Henry et al. (1999, 2000) and Charbonneau et al. (2000) independently. This is a
Jupiter-mass planet (inferred by previous RV) with a transit duration of about 2.5
hours and ∆F/F ∼ 1.5% that led the authors to estimate Rp = 1.27±0.002 RJup.
In Fig. 1.4 different LCs of planet HD 209458b are shown for different λ, in which
the LD effect as function of λ is clearly visible.
The transit method allows to extract the Rp, ap, ip of a planet from a stellar
LC of one transit, if R? is already known (and well constrained). The common
method is to fit a LC model, i.e., the Mandel & Agol (2002) model, with para-
meters Rp/R?, a/R?, i , and T0. As for RV, LM and MCMC are good methods to
determine the best set of parameters, and an example is the program JKTEBOP
by Southworth et al. (2004).
Observing two consecutive transits and measuring the TTs it is possible to
determine precisely the period (Pp). If it would be possible to observe many
transits for the same planet, it could obtain Pp with a better precision. This is
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Figura 1.4: Transit LCs of HD
209458b at different λ: from
0.32 µm (bottom) to 0.97 µm (top).
It is clearly visible the effect of the
LD, more pronounced for shorter
λ. The data were collected with the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) by
Knutson et al. (2007).
achievable fitting a linear ephemeris of kind
T0,N = T0,ref+Pp×N (1.1.6)
where N is the transit number, or epoch, an integer number that identifies a
transit in respect to a reference T0,ref, at which N = 0. This could be done only
after that the TTs have been corrected for the light-time travel effect (LTE, see
Irwin 1952; Perryman 2011).
Considering a 2-body system, a star and a planet, the exoplanet transit signal
will be strictly periodic. So, a linear ephemeris allows to perfectly predict future
transits. The difference between the observed T0 (T0,O) and the calculated T0
(T0,C ) from the linear ephemeris is called O−C , and it is equal to zero for an un-
perturbed 2-body system. But, it could happen that the O−C could be not zero,
and it would show a so-called Transit Time Variation (TTV). The TTV amplitude
(σTTV) can be evaluated as the root mean square (rms) of the O−C (Agol et al.
2005).
The LC could be influenced by different phenomena that alter the TT, for
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example the stellar activity and spots, or the precession of some angular pa-
rameters (Miralda-Escudé 2002) or more intriguing is the case of undetected
body (or bodies) that perturbs the transiting planet (Holman & Murray 2005;
Agol et al. 2005). The observed planet dynamically interacts with the perturbing
planet and it undergoes a pull or a push that produces delayed or early transit
times.
As shown by Agol et al. (2005), a TTV signal mainly depends on the perturber
mass, period, and eccentricity and it is enhanced when planets are locked in
a mean motion resonance (MMR) or just outside (or near) it. Two planets are
in MMR when their gravitational interaction is periodic and regular (Perryman
2011), the ratio of their periods is given by the ratio of two small integer, and
the orbits of both planets precess by 360◦ (Ford 2008). More precisely, in the
majority of the exoplanetary systems discovered so far, we should say that two
planets show a commensurability relation between their periods, rather than a
MMR. This commensurability can be defined as:
n2(p+q)−n1p ≈ 0 (1.1.7)
where n1, n2 are the mean motions (n = 2pi/P ) of inner (1) and outer (2) planet;
p, q are positive integers that define the resonance (p +q) : p and q is its order
(Beaugé et al. 2012). An example of a strong MMR is the 2:1 resonance, for which
every two orbits of the inner planet the outer does just one orbit. In this case the
amplitude of the TTV is quite high even for relatively small planets, i.e., the mul-
tiple exoplanet system Kepler-9 in Sect.3.3. Another characteristic of the TTV is
that the periods (or the semi-major axis) of the interacting planets could show
anti-correlated variations (Beaugé et al. 2012), visible in the O−C diagrams.
Another cause of the TTV would be the presence of an exomoon (Kipping
2009a). However, the TTV alone cannot disentangle the mass and the orbital se-
paration of the exomoon. In Kipping (2009a) and Kipping (2009b), an analytical
approach has been developed to infer the characteristic of the exomoon combi-
ning the TTV and the transit duration variation (TDV), breaking the degeneracy
between mass and semi-major axis of the exomoon. Payne et al. (2010) proposed
that TDV could be used to remove some degeneracies of the parameters of the
whole system, in addition to the exomoon detection. Recently, Nesvorný et al.
(2013) analyzed both TTV and TDV of planet KOI-142b inferring the presence
of a non-transiting planet, KOI-142c, which mass is lighter than that of Jupiter
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(Mc ∼ 0.63MJup).
1.2 Inverse problem: determine parameters from obser-
vations
An exoplanetary system can be fully characterized if the mass and the radius
of the star (M?, R?) have been measured with high precision. For every j -th
planet, it has to be defined the mass (M j ), the radius (R j ), and the 6 Keplerian
orbital elements: the period (P j , or the semi-major axis a j ), the eccentricity (e j ),
the argument of the pericenter (ω j ), the mean anomaly (M j , the inclination of
the orbit (i j ), and the longitude of the node (Ω j ).
The angle ω j defines the position of the pericenter (the closest orbital position
to the hosting star) of a planet from the line of the node. The angular position of
the body from ω j at a specific time is determined by the true anomaly f j . The
true anomaly does not change linearly in time with e 6= 0, and it is appropriated
to use the mean anomaly M that is linear in time (Murray & Dermott 1999). Al-
ternatively to M, the time of the pericenter passage (τ) can be used, and they are
related by the equation:
M j = n j (t −τ j ) (1.2.1)
where n j is the mean motion of the j -th planet defined as n j = 2pi/P j , and t
is the time. The j -th planet is at the pericenter when t = τ j . The line of the
node is defined by Ω j and it defines the reference axis of the {x, y , z} frame. It
is impossible to determineΩ j from the observation and it is usually common to
set Ω= 0◦ for a reference planet; for the other bodies Ω j should be expressed as
relative values. A schematic view of the Keplerian elements of a planetary orbit
respect to a reference plane are shown in Fig. 1.5. As in Murray & Dermott (1999),
Danby (1988), and Murray & Correia (2011), two other angles can be defined as
the combination of the previous ones: the longitude of pericenter,$ j =ω j +Ω j ,
and the mean longitude λ=ω j +Ω j +M j =$ j +M j .
So, the parameters needed to characterize an exoplanetary systems are N ×8
for N planets plus 2 parameters for the star. This is really a huge parameter
space and many high-precision observations are needed to determine the whole
set of parameters. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. For example, if
a planet has been detected via RV, but it does not show any transit, it will be
impossible to obtain the true mass of the planet and the radius. So, it will be very
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Figura 1.5: An explanatory scheme of a planet orbit in a three-dimensional space respect to a
reference plane (base on Fig. 2.13 by Murray & Dermott 1999). The Keplerian element labels have
the same meaning as in the main text.
difficult to fully characterize the exoplanetary system. Vice versa, if the transits
of a planet have been observed, but there are no RV observations (i.e., because
the star is to faint or the planet would be too small to be detected), it will not
be possible to obtain the planetary mass. Determining all the parameters from
the observations is a difficult inverse problem. Different observation techniques
allow to determine different parameters and only combining their information
would be possible to solve this problem. Sometimes, a further method, such as
the TTV, is needed to infer the missing parameters.
From an analytical point view, it is possible to use the perturbation theory
(Hori 1966; Deprit 1969) to computes the observables, e.g., RV and T0, as de-
scribed in Nesvorný & Morbidelli (2008) and in Nesvorný (2009). This approach
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has some limitation, being developed analytically, it can only approximate the
observations and cannot take into account some feature of the system, i.e., the
MMR. However, this method is very fast and it allows to put some constraints
on the parameter space. An example of the application of this method can be
found in Nesvorný et al. (2013). They have predicted the existence of an unde-
tected planet in the KOI-142 system, KOI-142c. Recently, this planet have been
confirmed by Barros et al. (2013).
Another method is the direct numerical simulation of an N-body system (Stef-
fen & Agol 2005; Agol & Steffen 2007). In this way it possible to take into account
all the effect due to the dynamical interactions among the planets. As drawback,
this method is very time consuming: it needs billions of simulations to converge
to the best orbital configuration. Furthermore, the lack of constraints on the pa-
rameters could lead to some degeneracy, e.g., mass-period, mass-eccentricity,
or period-eccentricity. A clear evidence of these effects can be found in Payne
et al. (2010) and Veras et al. (2011), where the authors underlined the major cor-
relations between TTV and orbital parameters of an exoplanetary system. Ho-
wever, with the development of new search and optimization algorithms would
be possible to speed-up the computation in the determination of a best fitting
set of parameters.
In my PhD work I have developed a program based on the direct approach
trying to characterize exoplanetary systems solving the ‘inverse problem’ by fit-
ting observed radial velocities (RVs) and transit times (T0s). Recently, Deck et al.
(2014) have published the symplectic integrator TTVFast that computes the ob-
served transit times and radial velocities of an exoplanetary system.
1.3 Current and future missions
In this section I will give a short description of a selection of current and fu-
ture facilities and missions aimed to detect and characterize extra-solar planets.
I will divide the section depending on the technique used.
1.3.1 Radial Velocity facilities
HARPS After the experience gained with ELODIE and CORALIE, the High Ac-
curacy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher, HARPS, has been built at the ESO 3.6-m
telescope (La Silla) with the aim to reach a RV accuracy of about 1 ms−1 (Mayor
et al. 2003). It is operative since 2003 (Rupprecht et al. 2004).
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HARPS is an échelle spectrograph sensible from 378 nm to 691 nm with a re-
solution R = 115000. Two fibers, with a 1 arcsec aperture on the sky, collect light
from the target and simultaneously from a thorium-argon reference spectrum
or from the background sky. In order to reduce effects, such as spectral drifts,
due to temperature and air pressure, the spectrograph is located into a vacuum
vessel cooled to a few mK. The photon noise error for a star G2V of magnitude
V = 6 is of about 0.9 ms−1, with a signal-to-noise ration (SNR) of 110 per pi-
xel (at 550 nm) for 60 seconds of integration. Pepe & Lovis (2008) achieved a
short-term precision of 0.2 ms−1 and of about 0.3−0.6 ms−1 on long-term radial
velocity measurements.
HARPS-N At the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG, located at Roque de los
Muchachos Observatory, Spain) has been mounted HARPS-north (HARPS-N),
the equivalent of the HARPS spectrograph. It has been chosen to locate HARPS-
N at the Northern hemisphere to allow cooperation and synergy with the NASA
space satellite Kepler. It covers the same wavelength range of HARPS, but with
R = 120000 and other updates and improvements. It should achieve a long-
term RV precision lower than 1 ms−1 for V = 12 mag star, allowing the detec-
tion and the characterization of terrestrial exoplanets. The HARPS-N Project is a
collaboration between the Astronomical Observatory of the Geneva University
(lead), the CfA in Cambridge, the Universities of St. Andrews and Edinburgh, the
Queens University of Belfast, and the TNG-INAF Observatory.
HIRES The Keck I 10-m telescope on Mauna Kea (Hawaii) hosts the instru-
ment HIRES, High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (Vogt et al. 1994a), another
instrument with the capabilities to detect exoplanets with RV technique. HIRES
has a resolving power of about ∼ 25000− 85000 in the spectral range from 0.3
to 1.0 microns and the calibration in wavelength are made through an iodine
absorption cell.
ESPRESSO It is foreseen to mount at the VLT the ESPRESSO instrument (Echel-
le SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanet and Stable Spectroscopic Observations), a
super-stable spectrograph that will work on optical wavelength. Moreover it will
be capable of collecting the light simultaneously from the 4 VLT-UTs, achieving
high-precision measurements. The first light is scheduled for 2016.
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1.3.2 Ground and space-based missions for transit detection
Ground based surveys
Many ground-based surveys use a network of two or more small telescopes
in order to maximize the area of the sky monitoring a large number of stars.
HATNet An example is the Hungarian Automated Telescope net, HATNet1, wi-
th six telescopes in the Northern hemisphere (four at the Whipple Observatory
in Arizona and two at the Mauna Kea; Bakos et al. 2002, 2004) and further six te-
lescopes in the south (three sites: Las Campanas, Chile; Siding Spring, Australia;
HESS γ-ray site, Namibia). These small telescopes can achieve a photometric
precision of about 3−10 mmag at I ∼ 8−11.
SuperWASP The UK’s leading program in the detection of exoplanets is Su-
perWASP2 (Super Wide-Angle Search for Planets; Pollacco et al. 2006; Collier
Cameron et al. 2009). Two robotic observatories operate in both hemispheres.
Each observatory is composed by eight wide-angle cameras that operate simul-
taneously looking for transits of exoplanets. SuperWASP-North is located on the
island of La Palma amongst the Isaac Newton Group of telescopes (ING) and
SuperWASP-South is located at the site of the South African Astronomical Ob-
servatory (SAAO). After pipeline processing, the typical long-term photometric
rms for a non-variable star at V = 9.5 mag is of about 4 mmag and 10 mmag at
V = 12 mag.
MEarth Another survey that uses small-robotic telescopes is the project MEar-
th3. The purpose is to detect transits of small planets around the smallest and
coolest star in the Galaxy: M dwarf stars. M dwarf stars have smaller mass and
radius than G or K stars and the transit depth of Earth-like planet is greater. So,
it would be much easier to detect small-rocky planets around M dwarf stars.
XO and TrES Other two transit surveys are the XO-project and the TrES (Trans-
atlantic Exoplanet Search). XO-project uses two 0.11 m telescopes located at
Haleakala (Maui). TrES consist of three telescope with diameter of 10 cm located
1hatnet.org
2www.superwasp.org
3www.cfa.harvard.edu/MEarth
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at Lowell Observatory, Palomar Observatory, and the Canary Islands. Both these
two projected are conceived to detect exoplanets around bright stars.
NGTS Last but not the least, is the Next-Generation Transit Survey (NGTS4).
It will be an array of fully-robotic small telescopes that will monitor K and M
stars searching for Neptune-size and smaller exoplanet around bright stars (V <
13). NGTS will be sited at ESO-Paranal, while a prototype operated at La Palma
during 2009 and 2010.
Space missions
CoRoT On December 27, 2006, the CoRoT5 satellite (Convection Rotation and
planetary Transits) was launched and put on an polar-orbit at 900 Km of alti-
tude. This was a space mission led by the French Space Agency (CNES) with
the participation of the ESA (European Space Agency) and other international
partners. The satellite was equipped with a 27-cm diameter afocal telescope
with four 2k×2k CCDs, and it was dedicated to the study of the stellar seismolo-
gy, measuring solar-like oscillations, and to discover exoplanets with size larger
than the Earth. Over the mission lifetime (∼ 7 years), CoRoT has monitored dif-
ferent fields, and due to the polar-orbit it has observed continuously up to 150
days in the same direction. The observations cadence was of either 512 s or
32 s, and the photometric light curves were extracted on board. It has discove-
red about 25 exoplanets, but on 24 June 2013, it was announced that CoRoT has
been retired and would be decommissioned.
Kepler The NASA space satellite Kepler6 was launched on 2009 March 6 begin-
ning a mission of about 3.5 years. It mounts a 0.95 m aperture Schmidt tele-
scope, 42 2k×1k CCDs for a wide field of view (FOV) of about 115 square degrees
(Borucki et al. 2010; Koch et al. 2010; Jenkins et al. 2010; Caldwell et al. 2010). The
theoretical shot noise for a V = 12 mag solar-like star is of about 14 ppm in 6.5
hours. With this configuration the Kepler satellite monitors more than 150 000
stars with magnitude between 8 and 15 in the constellation of the Cygnus (and
Lyra). The main goal of theKepler mission is to observe a great number solar-like
stars determining the frequency of Earth-size exoplanets in the habitable zone
4www.ngtransits.org
5smsc.cnes.fr/COROT
6www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/kepler
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(HZ). Kepler observed stars in the so-called long-cadence mode (about 30 min
per image) and short-cadence mode (about 1 min per image).
The mission has discovered about 977 exoplanets, that have been already con-
firmed, and there are about 4 234 planet candidates. Many of this confirmed
planets have been found to be in multiple-planet systems and some of these ha-
ve been confirmed by the TTV analysis. Unfortunately, many stars observed by
Kepler are too faint for ground-based follow-up in order to confirm the smaller
planets by the RV method.
During the mission, two out of four reaction wheels have broken, loosing the
ability to point firmly the FOV for the mission extension. Nowadays, the mis-
sion is in the so-called K2 phase, an extending phase of approximately 75 days
characterized by the shift of the FOV along the ecliptic plane.
CHEOPS For the end of the 2017, it has been foreseen the launch of the CHEOPS
(CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite) satellite, a space ESA S-class mission. The
diameter of the CHEOPS telescope is of about ∼ 30 cm of diameter. The main
goal is the characterization of the structure of exoplanets with Neptune to Earth
radii (1−6 R⊕). I will report a more detailed discussion about CHEOPS further
in the text, in Section 4.1.
PLATO Recently, it has been selected a third medium-class mission in ESA’s
Cosmic Vision Programme aimed to the discovery and characterization of exo-
planets: PLATO, PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars7. This satellite will
be launched in the 2020 and it will be injected into a Lissajous orbit around L2
Lagrangian point. The purpose of this mission is very similar to that of Kepler,
but PLATO will mount 34 small telescopes (12 cm each) and cameras, and each
camera will cover a FOV of about 1100 square degrees). Thirty-two ‘normal’ ca-
meras will observe faint stars (mV > 8) with a cadence of about 25 seconds, and
other two cameras will work in ‘fast’ mode (time cadence of 2.5 s) for very bright
stars (mV ∼ 4−8). The ‘normal’ telescopes-cameras will be mounted in group
of eight, each group will cover the same FOV, but with an offset of about 9◦.2
that allows to cover a total FOV of about 2250 square degrees. PLATO will obtain
high-precision photometric light curves of more than 1 million of bright stars,
that will be very suitable for a future follow-up from ground-based facilities. The
total duration of PLATO mission should be of about 6 years, divided in two pha-
7sci.esa.int/plato
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se. In the first phase PLATO will point a fixed part of the sky. The second phase
will be a ‘step-and-stare’ phase, in which the satellite will observe different fields
(up to 5 months for each field) covering almost the 50% of the sky. From the re-
sults obtained with Kepler it is clear that PLATO will discover a huge number of
exoplanetary systems.
TESS NASA has planned for the 2017 to launch an all-sky transit survey satel-
lite: the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS8). The targets of TESS will
be about 500 000 bright-nearby stars with the purpose to detect and characte-
rize small planets. The mission should last for two years, during the first year
TESS will map the Northern hemisphere and the Southern one in the second
year. This is possible thanks to the High Earth Orbit (HEO) in a 2:1 MMR with
the Moon. TESS will mount 4 CCD cameras, and each camera will have a FOV
of 24◦×24◦ and an effective pupil diameter of 10 cm. The cameras will observe
bright stars in short-cadence mode (∼ 1 min) and all other stars in long-cadence
mode (∼ 30 min).
JWST and GAIA Worth of mention are the missions James Webb Space Tele-
scope (JWST9) and GAIA10. JWST is an infrared space telescope with a primary
mirror of 6.5 m aperture, and it is a international collaboration among NASA,
ESA, and CSA (Canadian Space Agency). One of the main goals of the JWST is
the study of chemical and physical properties of extra-solar planets. GAIA will
build a three-dimensional map of the Milky Way, providing unprecedented po-
sitions and radial velocities of about one billion of stars. During its five years
lifetime, GAIA will observe about 70 times each sources and will could discover
planets around other stars, brown dwarfs, and small bodies of our Solar System.
8tess.gsfc.nasa.gov
9jwst.nasa.gov
10sci.esa.int/gaia
Capitolo 2
TRADES: TRAnsits and Dynamics
of Exoplanetary Systems
I have developed a computer program (in Fortran 90 and openMP) for deter-
mining the possible physical and dynamical configurations of extra-solar pla-
netary systems from observational data: TRADES, which stands for TRAnsits and
Dynamics of Exoplanetary Systems (Borsato et al. 2014, submitted to A&A).
TRADESmodels the dynamics of multiple planet systems and reproduces the ob-
served transit times (T0, or mid-transit times) and radial velocities (RVs). These
T0s and RVs are computed during the integration of the planetary orbits. I ha-
ve developed TRADES from zero in order to avoid black-box programs and be-
cause it would be easier to parallelize it with openMP and include additional
algorithms.
The orbits of the planets in the system are calculated with the Runge-Kutta-
Cash-Karp integrator (RKCK, Cash & Karp 1990; Press et al. 1996). This integrator
has not the higher order available, but it allows to have a stable orbit with a varia-
ble step (it self adjusts the step-size to maintain the numerical precision during
the computation of the orbits), it is quite fast for short timescale of integration
and it is ease to be implemented in such a complex code. During the test phase
of the program the conservation of the energy and of the angular momentum
has been verified.
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2.1 Celestial Mechanics: reference frame and dynamics
For the transit time determination, the propagation of the trajectories of all
planets in the system is performed in a reference frame with the Z axis pointing
to the observer while the X -Y plane is the sky plane. Given the Keplerian orbital
elements of each planet (period P or semi-major axis a, inclination i , eccentrici-
ty e, argument of the pericenter ω, longitude of the ascending nodeΩ, and time
of the passage at the pericenter τ or the mean anomaly M, at a given reference
epoch) I first compute the initial radius ~r and velocity ~˙r vectors in the orbital
plane (e.g., see Murray & Dermott 2000):
~r =

x
y
z
=

a (cosE −e)
a
p
1−e2 sinE
0
 , (2.1.1)
~˙r =

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y˙
z˙
=

n
1−e cosE (−a sinE)
n
1−e cosE
(
a
p
1−e2 cosE
)
0
 (2.1.2)
where n = 2pi/P is the mean motion, E is the eccentric anomaly obtained from
the solution of the Kepler’s equation, M= E −e sinE , with the Newton-Raphson
method (e.g., see Danby 1988; Murray & Dermott 2000; Murray & Correia 2011).
Then, I rotate the state vector by applying three consecutive rotation matrices,
Rl (φ) (e.g., see Danby 1988; Murray & Dermott 2000; Murray & Correia 2011)
where φ is the rotation angle and l is the rotation axis (where l is {1,2,3} for
{x ′, y ′,z ′}). In order to rotate the initial state vector from the orbital plane to
the observer reference frame, I have to use the transpose of the rotation matrix,
RTl (φ) with angles: ω, i , andΩ. After this rotation the X -Y plane is the sky plane
with the Z -axis pointing to the observer, and I determine the initial state vector
of each k-th planet: 
X
Y
Z
=RT3 (Ω)RT1 (i )RT3 (ω)

x
y
z
 , (2.1.3)
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where the three rotation matrices are defined as
RT3 (ω) =

cosω −sinω 0
sinω cosω 0
0 0 1

RT1 (i ) =

1 0 0
0 cos i −sin i
0 sin i cos i

RT3 (Ω) =

cosΩ −sinΩ 0
sinΩ cosΩ 0
0 0 1
 .
(2.1.4)
The same rotations have to be applied to the initial velocity vector. The incli-
nations are measured from the sky-plane. Indeed, a planet with inclination of
0◦ has an orbit that lies on the sky-plane (X -Y plane), i.e., it is seen face-on.
The orbit of a planet with i = 90◦ is seen edge-on (it transits exactly through the
center of the star) and it lies on the X -Z plane. From the initial state vector,
TRADES integrates the astrocentric equation of motion (e.g. Murray & Dermott
2000; Fabrycky 2011) of planet k:
~¨rk =−G (M1+Mk )
~rk
r 3k
+G
N∑
j=2; j 6=k
M j
(
~r j −~rk
|~r j −~rk |3
− ~r j
r 3j
)
(2.1.5)
where M1 is the mass of the star, N the number of bodies; the first term is the
direct gravitational force and the second term is the indirect force due to mutual
interaction of the planets. As I sad previously, the orbits are computed with the
Runge-Kutta-Cash-Karp integrator (RKCK, Cash & Karp 1990; Press et al. 1996).
It is not a symplectic integrator and it is not well suited for long–term time in-
tegrations. Instead, it uses small and variable steps, it is fast and it preserves
the total energy and the total angular momentum during the time scales of our
simulations.
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2.2 Calculation of the simulated observables
2.2.1 Transit determination
I chose to use as first condition of an eclipse the change of sign of the X or
Y coordinates between two consecutive steps of each planet trajectory. When
this condition is met, following Fabrycky (2011, chap. 2.5), I have to seek roots of
the sky-projected separation~rs,k ≡ (Xk ,Yk ) with the Newton-Raphson method,
solving:
g (Xk , X˙k ,Yk , Y˙k )=~rs,k ·~˙rs,k = Xk X˙k +Yk Y˙k = 0 (2.2.1)
moving, iterating, by the quantity
δt =−g
(
∂g
∂t
)−1
. (2.2.2)
In this way I can determine with high precision the mid-transit time and the
corresponding state vector (~rmid, ~˙rmid), with an accuracy equal to the selected
δt . I decided to set this accuracy in TRADES at the machine precision, which
can be fine-tuned in the source of the code and defines the type of the chosen
variables.
Then, I determine if I have four contact times, or just two (in the case of a
grazing eclipse), or no transit, comparing the module of the sky-projected se-
paration at the transit time, |~rs,mid|, with the radius of the star, R?, and of the
planets, Rk , as in Fabrycky (2011). If the transit (or the occultation) does exist, I
move the state vector of about ∓R?/|~˙rs,mid| from the tmid (− for first and second
contact, and + for third and fourth contact). Then, I have to solve
h(Xk ,Yk )= X˙ 2k +Xk X¨k + Y˙ 2k +Yk Y¨k = 0 (2.2.3)
and move of
δt =−h
(
∂h
∂t
)−1
(2.2.4)
until δt is less than the accuracy (the same adopted to find the transit time).
Differently from Fabrycky (2011), I used a bisection-Newton-Raphson hybrid
method (it guarantees to be bound near the solution), and I assume that the or-
bital elements of the bodies are almost constant around the center of the transit,
so I use F (ti , ti−1) and G(ti , ti−1) functions (called f (t , t0) and g (t , t0) in Danby
1988; Murray & Dermott 2000) to compute the planetary state vectors instead of
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the integrator while seeking the transit times:
~ri (t )= F (ti , ti−1)~ri−1+G(ti , ti−1)~˙ri−1
~˙ri (t )= F˙ (ti , ti−1)~ri−1+G˙(ti , ti−1)~˙ri−1
(2.2.5)
where 
~ri−1 =~r (ti−1)
~˙ri−1 =~˙r (ti−1)
(2.2.6)
with  F (ti , ti−1)=
ai
ri−1 [cos(Ei −Ei−1)−1]+1
G(ti , ti−1)= (ti − ti−1)+ 1ni [sin(Ei −Ei−1)− (Ei −Ei−1)]
(2.2.7)
and  F˙ (ti , ti−1)=−
a2i
ri ri−1
ni sin(Ei −Ei−1)
G˙(ti , ti−1)= airi [cos(Ei −Ei−1)−1]+1
. (2.2.8)
where ti = ti−1+δti−1 at the i -th iterations; Ei and Ei−1 are the eccentric ano-
malies at the i -th and i -th−1 iterations. This allows the code to run faster than
using the integrator, i.e., lower number of function calls, to seek the transit and
contact times.
The light coming from the star is delayed due to the motion of the star around
the barycenter of the system (Irwin 1952), and so TRADES corrects for the light-
time travel effect (LTE =−Zbarycentric? /c, see Fabrycky 2011) for contact and cen-
ter transit time.
2.2.2 RV calculation and other constraints
For each observed RV (when available), TRADES integrates the orbits of the
planets to the instant of the RV point and calculates the RV as the opposite of
the z-component of the barycentric velocity of the star (rvsim = −Z˙barycentric? in
the right unit of measurement). The observed RV is defined as RVobs = γ+ rvobs,
where γ is the motion of the barycenter of the system and rvobs is the reflex mo-
tion of the star induced by the planets. TRADES calculates γsim as the weighted
mean of the difference ∆rv j = RV j ,obs − rv j ,sim with j from one to the number
of RVs. The final simulated RV is RV j ,sim = γsim+ rv j ,sim. I am planning to im-
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plement the γsim fitting rather than the described weighted mean method. Fur-
thermore, I will add the possibility to simultaneously use set of RV data from
different facilities. Because of this, TRADES will have to calculate a different γ
value for each observed RV sample.
Furthermore, I added some constraints on the orbit during the integration,
setting a minimum and a maximum semi-major-axis for the system, amin and
amax, respectively. The lower limit has been set to the star radius, while the ma-
ximum one to five times the larger semi-major axis of the system calculated from
the periods of the planets (in the GA and in the PSO I have used the largest period
boundary). I have used the definition of the Hill’s sphere to obtain minimum di-
stance allowed between two planets (Murray & Dermott 2000). In the case these
constraints will not be respected, the integration will be stopped, and the χ2 re-
turned is set to the maximum value allowed by the compiler, so the combination
of the parameters will be rejected.
It could happen that a combination of parameters would reproduce very well
the data, but at the same time, they describe an unstable configuration that
leads to a close-encounter or to the ejection of one the body. So, the stability
analysis of the solutions found by TRADES is needed. I have decided to not inclu-
de any other stability constraint or analysis in TRADES. The main reason is that
TRADES has not been developed with this purpose in mind. The implementation
of a stability tool inside TRADES would change drastically to whole structure of
the program. So, I have prefered to determine the best orbital configuration that
fits the data with TRADES and then to run the stability analysis a posteriori, i.e.,
integrating the planetary orbits on a longer temporal baseline with SyMBA (Le-
vison & Duncan 2000) and subsequently applying the frequency map analysis
(FMA, Laskar et al. 1992; Laskar 1993b,a; Marzari et al. 2002). The FMA gives a
measurement of the stability of an orbit analyzing the evolution with time of the
fundamental frequencies determined from the orbital elements of a test planet.
2.3 Algorithms of the different TRADES modes
To solve the inverse problem determining the best orbital configuration, TRADES
can be run in four different modes: 1) ‘grid’ search, 2) Levenberg-Marquardt1
1 lmdif converted to Fortran 90 by Alan Miller (http://jblevins.org/mirror/amiller/) from
MINPACK.
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(LM) algorithm, 3) genetic algorithm (GA, I used the implementation named PIKAIA2,
Charbonneau 1995), 4) and particle swarm optimization (PSO3, Tada 2007). In
each mode, TRADES compares observed transit times (T0,obss) and radial veloci-
ties (RVobss) with the simulated ones (T0,sims and RVsims).
The grid search is a good approach in case I want to map a limited subset
of the parameters space or if I want to analyze the behavior of the system by
varying some parameters, for example to test the effects of a growing mass for
the perturbing planet. GA and PSO are good methods to be used in case of a
wider space of parameters. The orbital solution determined with the GA or the
PSO method can be refined with the LM mode.
2.3.1 Grid search
In the grid search method, TRADES samples the orbital elements of a pertur-
bing body in a four-dimensional grid: the mass, M , the period, P (or the semi-
major axis, a), the eccentricity, e, and the argument of the pericenter, ω. We
have selected these four parameters for the grid search because they represent
the minimal set of parameters required to model a coplanar system. In the fu-
ture I intend to add the possibility of making the grid search over all the set of
parameters for each body.
The grid parameters can be evenly sampled on a fixed grid by setting the
number of steps or the step size, or with a number of points chosen random-
ly within the parameter bounds. For any given set of values the orbits are inte-
grated, and the residuals between the observed and computed T0s and RVs are
computed. For each combination of parameters the LM algorithm can be called
and the best case is the one with the lowest residuals (lowest χ2).
Each single simulation of the grid can be executed on a different cpu. And
for each grid combination it is possible to write the orbits, the constant of mo-
tion, the osculating Keplerian elements, and all the transits of the planets, into
files indipendently, and without interfering with another cpu if TRADES has been
executed in parallel.
2 PIKAIA (http://www.hao.ucar.edu/modeling/pikaia/pikaia.php) converted to Fortran 90
by Alan Miller.
3 based on the public Fortran 90 code at http://www.nda.ac.jp/cc/users/tada/
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2.3.2 Levenberg-Marquardt
After an initial guess on the orbital parameters of the perturber, the LM al-
gorithm exploits the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization method, to solve the
nolinear least square problem (Moré et al. 1980), to find the solution with the
lowest residuals, i.e., minimize the chi square χ2:
minχ2 =min
{
ndata∑
i=1
fi (x)
2 : x ∈ℜnfit
}
(2.3.1)
where x are the nfit parameters to fit, and fi (x) is the i -th weighted residual
between observation and simulation for each data point (RV or T0).
The minimization of the χ2 requires the analytic derivative of the model re-
spect to the parameters to be fitted, i.e., of the residual function f (x), to compute
the initial Jacobian matrix:(
∂ fi (x)
∂x j
)
, 1≤ i ≤ ndata 1≤ j ≤ nfit (2.3.2)
Since the T0s are determined by an iterative method and the radial velocities
are computed using the numerical integrator, I cannot express these as analy-
tic functions of fitting parameters. So, I have adopted the method described in
Moré et al. (1980) to compute the Jacobian matrix, which is determined by a
forward-difference approximation.
The epsfcn parameter, that is the parameter that determines the first Jaco-
bian matrix, is automatically selected in a logarithmic range from the machine
precision, ²p, up to
p
²p in 10 steps; the best value is the one that returns the
lower χ2. Each simulation with a different epsfcn value is run on a difference
cpu, if available.
This method has the advantage to be scale invariant, but it assumes that each
parameter will be varied by the same epsfcn value (e.g., a variation of 10% of
the period has a different effect than a variation of the same percentage of the
argument of pericenter).
As pointed out by Moré et al. (1980), the LM has beend designed to find a local
solution for a set of initial condition. For example, in case of an high number
of fitting parameters the χ2 space could be described by many peaks that could
prevent LM to converge to the right solution (or minimum). Sometimes, using
a slight diffent set of initial condition could allow to computed a more precise
Jacobian matrix that allow a better estimation of the final parameters.
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The precision used in the computation is another limitation of the LM (Moré
et al. 1980). An higher precision leads to a better performance of the algori-
thm, because lower precision entails higher round-off error. In fact, an higher
precision allows to compute a more accurate Jacobian matrix in the forward-
difference approximation.
The initial conditions for the LM can be provided from a previous analysis, or
from a grid of orbital configurations (see Section 2.3.1). And furthermore, it can
be used to refine the solution that has been found by other more global-search
algorithms, such as the genetic algorithm (see Section 2.3.3) and the particle
swarm optimization (see Section 2.3.4).
At the end of the execution, LM returns the errors of the fitted parameters as
the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. It is known
that this errors do not take into account physical boundaries, i.e., LM could re-
turn errors such that the mass of planet would be negative and so, sometimes,
the errors of the LM algorithm should be used only as an upper limit. Furthermo-
re, it is known that such parameter uncertainties could be underestimated and
they have to be treated carefully.
2.3.3 Genetic Algorithm: PIKAIA
The GA mode searches for the best orbit by performing a genetic optimiza-
tion method (e.g. Holland 1975; Goldberg 1989) where the fitness parameter is
set to the inverse of the χ2. This algorithm is part of a class of heuristic serach
techniques inspired by the biological process of evolution, i.e., the combination
of the natural selection, the heredity, and the variability.
The simulation starts with npop individuals. Each initial individual is a set of
random orbital parameters that have to be fit and that are limited in [0−1]. They
have to be proprerly rescaled to physical units in the orbital simulation. The
individuals, and so the parameter sets, evolve during ngen generations. Each
generation is a new population of ‘offspring’ orbital configurations, that are the
results of the recombination (or crossover) and of the mutation of ‘parents’ pairs
selected on their fitness parameter. It means that the parameters of each indi-
vidual depends on the previous generation. This evolution of the parameters is
defined by the adaptive plan or evolution strategy selected and are based on the
fitness parameter. A more detailed explanation of the GA used, PIKAIA, can be
found in Charbonneau (1995).
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A drawback of the GA is the slowness of the algorithm, when compared to
other optimizers. Furthermore, the evolution does not span all the parameter
space, but it is strictly dependent on the best ’parents’ pairs. However, the GA
should converge to a global solution (if it exists) after the appropriate number of
iterations.
2.3.4 Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is another optimization algorithm that searches for the global solution
of a problem. This approach is inspired by the social behavior of bird flock and
fish school (e.g. Kennedy & Eberhart 1995; Eberhart 2007).
Imaging a set of parameters, i.e., a set of orbital Keplerian elements , as a
‘particle’ that has ‘position’ and ‘velocity’. For each iteration this ‘particle’ will
change its position and velocity: it will change the values of the parameters. Ma-
ny particles build a ‘swarm’, and in this ‘swarm’ each particle evolves, or simply
moves, following a simple rule determined by three main terms. The first term
is the ‘inertia’ of the particle, and it depends mainly by the initial position and
velocity, i.e., the initial set of parameters. The second term is the best ‘position’
of the particle (a local term) that it is updated for each iteration. The last term is
a global term, it is the best set of parameters, or the best ‘position’, of the who-
le swarm. This is updated each iteration. The simulation is terminated after
nit iterations. Each parameter is weighted by a random number during each
iteration, allowing to span as much as possible the parameter space.
The selection of the local and global best is determined by a fitness parame-
ter. In this work I decided to use the same fitness parameter of the GA, the inverse
of the χ2. The code by Tada (2007) that I implemented in TRADES needs the phy-
sical boundaries of each fitting parameters, but internally it uses [0−1] limits for
easier computation.
This is an interesting and promising optimization method because it does
not require that the problem would be differentiable. This feature makes this al-
gorithm quite suitable to solve the dynamical inverse problem (as already men-
tioned in Section 2.3.2 for the LM algorithm).
2.3.5 Bootstrap analysis
For each mode TRADES can perform a bootstrap analysis in order to calculate
the interval of confidence of the best-fit parameter set. We generate a set of
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T0s and RVs from the fitted parameters and we add a Gaussian noise having the
calculated value (of T0s and RVs) as mean and the corresponding measurement
error as variance. We fit each new set of observables with the LM. We iterate the
whole process thousands of times in order to analyze the distribution for each
fitted parameter determining the confidence intervals.
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Capitolo 3
Applications
In order to validate TRADES I dealt with three different exoplanetary systems.
In the first case, I simulated a synthetic 3-body system, aimed to test the basics
of the code, the robustness of the integrator, the precision of the T0 and RV cal-
culations, the limits of the LM algorithm, and the grid search algorithm. Then, I
used TRADES to simulate two real cases: a very complex system, Kepler-11, and
a system that show a strong TTV signal, Kepler-9. I analyzed and compared my
results with the discovery papers and then I extended the analysis to the first
twelve quarters of Kepler data. The extended analysis is based on the T0 by Ma-
zeh et al. (2013), which purpose was to detect Kepler Object of Interest (KOI) wi-
th TTV signal by an automated approach. In this way they could analyze about
1960 KOIs, they determined the T0s, and they found 130 KOIs that show a strong
TTV signal. However, these T0s have lesser precision and reliability compared
with a careful and aimed analysis of the light curves, but a new analysis of the
data will not be discussed in this work.
3.1 Validation with a simulated systems
In order to validate TRADES I simulated a synthetic system with two planets
having known orbital parameters. I chose a star with mass and radius equals to
the Sun, a first planet, named b, with Jupiter mass and radius (MJup and RJup),
and a second planet, c, with mass and radius of Saturn (MSat and RSat). I assu-
med a co-planar system with inclination of 90◦ (perfectly edge-on). The input
orbital elements of the system are summarized in Table 3.1.
I simulated the system with TRADES for 500 days. I computed all T0s for each
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Tabella 3.1: Parameters of the simulated system
in section 3.1.
Parameter Star Planet b Planet c
M 1. M¯ 1. MJup 1. MSat
R 1. R¯ 1. RJup 1. RSat
a 0.1 au 0.2 au
e 0.1 0.3
ω 90◦ 90◦
M 0◦ 0◦
i 90◦ 90◦
Ω 0◦ 0◦
body and I call these times the ‘true’ transit times (T0,trues) of the system. Then,
I created sets of synthetic transit times (T0,synths) as:
T0,synth = T0,true+N (0,1)×
P
3
× s , (3.1.1)
where s is a scaling factor varying from 0.01 to 1.5 (on twenty logarithmic steps)
needed to simulate good to very bad measurement cases; N (0,1) is Gaussian
noise with 0 as mean and 1 as variance. The P/3 factor is needed to scale the
Gaussian noise in the right unit of time and at the same time avoiding confu-
sion between transits and occultations. Furthermore, for each set of T0,synths I
selected a random numbers of transits (at least N/3, with N the total number of
transits of each planet) to simulate observed transits.
I fixed the orbital parameters of planet b and I fitted P , e, ω, M, and Ω of
planet c. I ran TRADES in LM mode for each scaling factor and I calculated the
difference of the parameters (∆) as the determined parameters minus the input
parameters. I repeated the simulation 10 times (I calculated new Gaussian noise
and the number of observed times every time). In Fig. 3.1 I plotted mean and
median of the 10 simulations for each s scaling factor value. The parameters
of the system derived by TRADES depart from the ‘true’ ones only for very large
measurement errors.
To further test the robustness of the algorithm, I took the T0,trues (without
added noise) and varied the initial semi-major axis of planet c from 0.19 au to
0.21 au with the TRADES grid+LM mode fitting the same parameters of the pre-
vious test. The algorithm nicely converged to the values from which the syn-
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Figura 3.1: Mean (red-open circles with 1σ error bars) and median (blue-filled circles) varia-
tion (∆) of fitted parameters of planet c for each value of the measurement errors on T0, here
parametrized as s×P/3 (see text for details).
thetic data were generated, except for initial parameters too far from the right
solution. This is due to the known limitation of the LM algorithm, that conver-
ges to close local minima from an initial set of parameters. Figure 3.2 shows the
variation of the parameter differences (∆) as function of the initial semi-major
axis. This test shows how well TRADES recovers the parameters in case of a bad
guess of the initial parameters.
I measured the computational time required by TRADES, and I found that it
can integrate (initial step size of 0.0001 day) a 3-body synthetic system for 3000
days writing the orbits, the Keplerian elements and the constants of motion each
0.1 days in about 2.3 seconds. An integration of 1000 days has been performed
in less than 1 second, and in less than half second for 500 days of integration
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Figura 3.2: Variations of the fitted parameters for different initial values of the semi-major axis of
the planet c; each point corresponds to a different simulation. In this case the input parameters
(of planet c) are the parameters in Table 3.1 used to generate the exact transit times. The goodness
of the fit has been color-coded so that good fits (χ2r < 10) have been plotted as blue points and bad
fits (χ2r > 10) as open circles. The small gaps are due to the random sampling used to generate the
grid in the semi-major axis a.
time, but most of the time have been spent writing files. I want to stress that
TRADES write these files only at the end of the simulations, so the real computa-
tion is faster than these estimates. The time required by TRADES to complete the
grid search was about 51 minutes with 10 processors of an Intel®Xeon®CPU
E5-2680 based workstation. For each combination of the initial parameters in
the grid search, TRADES runs 10 times the LM in order to select the best value for
the parameter epsfcn, that is needed to construct the initial Jacobian.
I tested the PSO+LM algorithm fitting the same parameters of the grid search
with limited boundaries except for the semi-major axis of planet c, for which I
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used the same limit of the grid search (ac = [0.19,0.21] AU). I ran this test 4 ti-
mes with 200 particles for 2000 iterations, and TRADES always returned the right
parameter values in less than about 1 hour and 40 minutes with 10 processors.
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3.2 Test case: Kepler-11 system
Kepler-11 (KOI-157, Lissauer et al. 2011a) system has six transiting planets
packed in less than 0.5 au, making a complex and challenging case to be tested
with TRADES.
From the spectroscopic analysis of HIRES high-resolution spectra, Lissauer et al.
(2011a) derived the stellar parameters (effective temperature, surface gravity,
metallicity, and projected stellar equatorial rotation) and determined the mass
and the radius of Kepler-11 star to be 0.95±0.10 M¯ and 1.1±0.1 R¯.
I first performed an analysis of Kepler-11 system only on the data from the
first three quarters of Kepler observations published by Lissauer et al. (2011a),
and Supplementary Information (SI), for a comparison. I used as initial guess
the first circular model from the Lissauer et al. (2011a, SI), which fixed the ec-
centricity and the longitude of the ascending node to zero for all the planets;
hereafter I call this model Lis2011 (see first column in Table 3.2 for a summary
of the orbital parameters). I used this model because the authors did not provi-
de any information about the mean anomalies (or the time of the passage at the
pericenter) for those planets. In this case the argument of the pericenter, ω, is
undetermined so I fixed it toω= 90◦ for each planet. I then calculated the initial
mean anomaly, M0 at the reference epoch tepoch = 2455190.0 (BJDUTC1 ), setting
the transit time (T0, Lissauer et al. 2011a, SI Table S4) as the time of passage at
the pericenter:
M0 = n · (tepoch−T0) , (3.2.1)
where n is the mean motion of the planet.
Lissauer et al. (2011a) gave an upper limit of 300 M⊕ on the mass of the planet
Kepler-11g, while in the three dynamical models of the Supplementary Informa-
tion they set it to zero, and I followed the same approach. Figure 3.3 shows the
orbits and RVs of the Kepler-11 planets according to the Lis2011 model.
I fitted a linear ephemeris (Table 3.3) to the observed transit times of each
planet for the first three quarters, and computed the Observed–Calculated (O−
C ) diagrams. Where O is T0,obss and C the transit times calculated from the
linear ephemeris.
I ran TRADES and fitted masses, periods, and mean anomalies of each planet.
1 In the FITS header of Kepler data the time standard is reported as Barycentric Julian Day in
Barycentric Dynamical Time (BJDTDB), but in the KSCI-19059 Subsect. 3.4 it is specified that the
correct time is Barycentric Julian Day in Coordinated Universal Time (BJDUTC).
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Figura 3.3: Orbits of the Kepler-11 system with initial parameters from Lis2011 model (circular
model, see Table 3.2). The planet marker size is scaled with the mass of the planet. Top-right: ‘Sky
Plane’, Kepler-11 system as seen from the Kepler satellite; I plotted only one orbit near a transit
for each planet. Each circle is the position of a planet at a given integration step. Bottom-right:
projection of the system as seen face on; the big markers are the initial points of the integration.
Bottom-left: RV model from the simulation.
Hereafter the orbital solution I have determined with TRADES will be named wi-
th a short ID of the system (K11 for Kepler-11 and K9 for Kepler-9) and a Roman
number (K11-I, K11-II, and so on). See solution K11-I in Table 3.2 for a summary
of the parameters determined with TRADES (with 2σ confidence intervals from
bootstrap analysis), which are in agreement with those published by Lissauer
et al. (2011a). Fig. 3.4 show the O−C diagrams for each body for solution K11-I.
For each bootstrap analysis, I run 1000 iterations in order to obtain the confiden-
ce intervals at the 97.72 percentile (2σ) of the distribution of each parameter. I
calculated the residuals as the difference between the observed and simulated
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T0s. The residuals after the TRADES-LM fit are smaller than those with simulated
transit times obtained with original parameters and the final χ2r is around≈ 1.25
for 88 degrees of freedom (dof, calculated as the difference between the number
of data and the number of fitted parameters).
I used the same initial conditions of solution K11-I, but this time I fitted the
eccentricity and the argument of pericenter of all the planets. In this case the LM
did not move from the initial conditions even if it properly ended the simulation
and returned reasonable errors. In the user guide of MINPACK (Moré et al. 1980)
the user is warned to carefully analyze the case in which one has a null initial pa-
rameter. So, I set the initial eccentricities to a small but not zero value of 0.0001.
This small change was able to let the LM algorithm to properly end the simula-
tion and to return reasonable parameter values; see solution K11-II in Table 3.2
for a summary of the parameters. In Fig. 3.5 the O-C diagrams for the solution
K11-II.
The resulting masses of the solutions K11-I and K11-II are all in agreement
within 2σwith the discovery paper (Lissauer et al. 2011a) and with all the best-fit
solutions determined by Migaszewski et al. (2012). In the latter work the authors
presented different sets of orbital parameters determined with an approach si-
milar to mine (direct N-body simulation with genetic algorithm, Levenberg-
Marquardt, and bootstrap), but they directly fit the flux of Kepler light curves
(so called dynamical-photometric model), without fitting the transit times.
3.2.1 Transit time analysis of the twelve quarters
Recently, Lissauer et al. (2013) analyzed the transit times covering fourteen
quarters of Kepler data (in long and short cadence mode). Three independent
extractions of T0s from the light curves made by Lissauer et al. (2013, hereafter
I call the dynamical model from this work Lis2013, see column five of Table 3.2)
led the authors to change the value of some parameters of the system, e.g., they
determined a mass of 2.9+2.9−1.6 M⊕ of the planet c that is lower than 15.82±2.21 M⊕
published in the discovery paper (Lissauer et al. 2011a). Unfortunately the au-
thors have not published theT0s. So, I used the data from Mazeh et al. (2013) that
recently published the transit times for twelve quarters of the Kepler mission for
721 KOIs.
I used the linear ephemeris by Lissauer et al. (2013) to compute the O −Cs
for the T0s from Mazeh et al. (2013). I found a remarkable mismatch with the
O−Cs plotted in the paper by Lissauer et al. (2013). I stress that these T0s are
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calculated with an automated algorithm. It would be advisable to analyze more
carefully the light curves determining the T0s with higher precision, but it is not
the purpose of this work. I analyzed the system with all transit times from Mazeh
et al. (2013) without any selection and they lead to unphysical results. I then
decided to discard data with duration and depth of the transits that are 5σ away
from the median values. This selection defines the sample of T0s for the first
twelve quarters of Kepler-11 exoplanets on which I based the next analysis.
I ran simulations with TRADES in grid+LM mode on twelve quarters, initial
set of parameters as in K11-II; I fitted M ,P,e,ω,M of each planet (Ω= 0◦ fixed for
all the planets). In particular I varied in the grid the mass of planet g from 1 M⊕
to 100 M⊕ with a logarithmic step (ten simulations including the boundaries of
1 and 100 M⊕). I repeated this set of simulations for three different initial values
of the eccentricity: in the first sample I set the initial eccentricity of all planets
to 0.001; equal to 0.1 in the second sample; in the third sample I used a diffe-
rent value of the eccentricity for each planet, closer to the Lissauer et al. (2013)
ones: eb = 0.05, ec = 0.05, ed = 0.001, ee = 0.005, ef = 0.005, and eg = 0.1. Figures
3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 show the calculated masses (upper panel) and eccentricities (lo-
wer panel) compared with the values from Lis2013 for each simulation having
different initial eccentricity. With these simulations I intended to test whether,
during the search for the lowest χ2, a forest of local minima are met. According
to Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, this indeed seems to be the case significantly complicating
the identification of the real minimum. In fact the LM was not able to proper-
ly change the eccentricity of the planets that, in the majority of the cases, have
been got stucked close to the initial value. Furthermore, when the initial eccen-
tricity have been set to 0.1 the masses of planets d and f have decreased (Fig. 3.7)
compared to those in the previous simulation (Fig. 3.6). Maybe, this could be an
effect due to the particular sample of T0 I used, so it would interesting to re-
estimate the T0 from the light curves and re-analyze the system. However, all
the simulations have a final χ2r of about 2 or lower; the best simulation, solution
K11-III (see Table 3.2), is the number 9 of the third set (blue-yellow marker of
Fig. 3.8) with a χ2r = 1.8. The resulting O−C diagrams of the best simulation are
shown in Fig. 3.9. All the masses and the eccentricities of the solution K11-III
are in good agreement with the values found by Lissauer et al. (2013). Some of
my simulations converged to parameter values which are different from those
proposed by Lissauer et al. (2013). Furthermore, some simulations show very
narrow confidence intervals. This could be due both to the high complexity of
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the problem and to a strong selection effect: the distribution of the parameters
in the bootstrap analysis are strongly bounded to the parameter values found by
the LM algorithm.
In Table 3.4 I report a brief summary of the main differences of the characte-
ristics of the analysis that led us to each solution for the Kepler-11 system.
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Tabella 3.2: Parameters of the Kepler-11 system. Epoch of reference: 2455190.0 (BJDUTC).
Parameter Lis2011a K11-Ib K11-IIc Lis2013d K11-IIIe
Mb[M⊕] 5.06±0.95 5.51+1.91−2.04±1.15 5.03+2.29−2.42±1.50 1.9+1.4−1.0 2.18+1.60−0.87±0.52
Rb[R⊕] 1.97±0.19 1.80+0.03−0.05
Pb[days] 10.3045±0.0003 10.30459+0.00064−0.00060±0.00035 10.30446+0.00074−0.00066±0.00070 10.3039+0.006−0.0011 10.30448+0.00033−0.00032±0.00019
eb 0 0.00018
+0.00094
−0.00017±0.00494 0.045+0.068−0.042 0.026+0.026−0.016±0.006
ωb[
◦] 90 89.98+110.02−112.11±220.29 45.00+101.31−43.34 71.46+2.68−2.63±17.06
Mb[
◦] 73.467±0.003 73.46+0.17−0.15±0.09 73.48111.01−110.73±219.60 – 91.44+2.28−2.41±16.19
ib[
◦] 88.5+1.0−0.6 89.64
+0.36
−0.18
Mc[M⊕] 15.82±2.21 16.11+3.66−4.63±2.30 15.83+4.71−4.94±3.99 2.9+2.9−1.6 2.09+2.11−1.43±0.61
Rc[R⊕] 3.15±0.30 2.87+0.05−0.06
Pc[days] 13.0247±0.0003 13.02406+0.00041−0.00046±0.00026 13.02419+0.00045−0.00054±0.00038 13.0241+0.0013−0.0008 13.02426+0.00053−0.00058±0.00028
ec 0 0.00005+0.0006−0.00005±0.00375 0.026+0.063−0.013 0.015+0.011−0.010±0.005
ωc[◦] 90 90.00+29.61−34.03±100.29 51.34+128.63−231.00 96.43+0.36−0.24±29.56
Mc[◦] 288.267±0.005 288.27+0.06−0.06±0.04 288.26+32.04−31.18±99.66 – 281.99+0.26−0.37±28.71
ic[◦] 89.0+1.0−0.6 89.59
+0.41
−0.16
Md[M⊕] 5.69±1.27 5.97+2.32−2.57±1.36 5.67+2.70−2.66±1.55 7.3+0.8−1.5 7.24+1.37−1.36±0.89
Rd[R⊕] 3.43±0.32 3.12+0.06−0.07
Pd[days] 22.6849±0.0007 22.68509+0.00169−0.00167±0.00096 22.68494+0.00173−0.00202±0.00135 22.6845+0.0010−0.0009 22.68440+0.00095−0.00095±0.00055
ed 0 0.0001
+0.0001
−0.0001±0.0074 0.004+0.007−0.002 0.003+0.007−0.003±0.001
ωd[
◦] 90 90.00+7.72−7.70±77.47 146.31+33.69−146.31 102.52+0.22−0.51±24.37
Md[
◦] 69.245±0.002 69.25+0.03−0.04±0.02 69.25+7.48−8.43±76.58 – 56.77+0.23−0.50±24.25
id[
◦] 89.3+0.6−0.4 89.67
+0.13
−0.16
Me[M⊕] 8.22±1.58 8.44+3.38−3.49±1.74 8.26+3.25−3.43±2.03 8.0+1.5−2.1 7.37+1.78−1.73±0.89
Re[R⊕] 4.52±0.43 4.19+0.07−0.09
Pe[days] 32.0001±0.0008 32.00102+0.00300−0.00366±0.00189 32.00044+0.00342−0.00377±0.00305 31.9996+0.0008−0.0013 32.00413+0.00173−0.00207±0.00122
ee 0 0.0002+0.0004−0.0002±0.0089 0.012+0.006−0.006 0.013+0.003−0.005±0.003
ωe[◦] 90 90.00+5.82−5.20±1.11 −131.63+29.54−25.75 204.69+0.26−0.36±3.22
Me[◦] 122.211±0.003 122.21+0.02−0.02±0.01 122.21+5.01−6.06±0.04 – 8.86+0.23−0.40±3.19
ie[◦] 88.8+0.2−0.2 88.89
+0.02
−0.02
Mf[M⊕] 1.90±0.95 2.15+1.85−1.76±0.98 2.19+1.98−1.94±1.23 2.0+0.8−0.9 1.98+1.16−1.00±0.46
Rf[R⊕] 2.61±0.25 2.49+0.04−0.07
Pf[days] 46.6908±0.0010 46.70131+0.00455−0.00851±0.00304 46.70114+0.00641−0.00627±0.00688 46.6887+0.0029−0.0038 46.68707+0.00384−0.00575±0.00143
ef 0 0.000003
+0.000001
−0.000002±0.000242 0.013+0.011−0.009 0.005+0.010−0.004±0.002
ωf[
◦] 90 90.00+4.12−4.09±0.03 −24.44+38.48−47.12 8.58+0.32−0.65±3.41
Mf[
◦] 297.667±0.006 297.68+0.02−0.06±0.02 297.67+4.05−4.14±0.06 – 18.53+0.27−0.66±3.38
if[
◦] 89.4+0.3−0.2 89.47
+0.04
−0.04
Mg[M⊕] < 300 0.00+62.19−0.00 ±0.21 0.70+0.66−0.54±41.50 < 25 25.13+48.33−16.83±10.07
Rg[R⊕] 3.66±0.35 3.33+0.06−0.08
Pg[days] 118.3808±0.0025 118.39734+0.00907−0.00959±0.00517 118.39766+0.01080−0.01053±0.01505 118.3809+0.0012−0.0010 118.38030+0.00361−0.00309±0.00248
eg 0 0.0029+0.0015−0.0014±0.2974 < 0.15 0.052+0.051−0.030±0.012
ωg[◦] 90 90.01+0.63−0.72±0.05 34.51+145.41−214.50 97.00+0.29−0.17±30.41
Mg[◦] 211.997±0.005 212.01+0.02−0.02±0.01 212.00+0.71−0.64±0.05 – 205.71+0.29−0.18±27.38
ig[◦] 89.8+0.2−0.2 89.87
+0.05
−0.06
χ2/dof 110.34/89 110.15/88 110.74/76 341.75/190
χ2r 1.24 1.25 1.46 1.80
Masses (M), periods (P ), eccentricities (e), argument of pericenters (ω), and mean anomaly (M), of the best fit simulation with 2σ confidence
intervals from bootstrap analysis and ±1σ from LM. Inclinations (i ) fixed to the Lis2011 model.
a Dynamical model as reported in Lissauer et al. (2011a, SI) with circular orbit for each planet, e fixed to 0 and ω fixed to 90◦ (e cosω and e sinω set to
zero in the discovery paper).
b Orbital solution from the analysis of T0s from Lissauer et al. (2011a) for the first 3 quarters of Kepler data. Parameters fitted: M , P , and M. e fixed to
0 and ω fixed to 90◦
c Orbital solution from the analysis of T0s from Lissauer et al. (2011a) for the first 3 quarters of Kepler data. Parameters fitted: M , P , e, ω, and M.
d Dynamical model from (Lissauer et al. 2013). Parameters determined from the analysis of 14 quarters ofKepler data. The values of the mean anomaly
were not reported in the paper (neither the time of passage at the pericenter).
e Best orbital solution (simulation number 9) of Fig. 3.8 from the analysis of T0s from Mazeh et al. (2013) for the first 12 quarters of Kepler data.
Parameters fitted: M , P , e, ω, and M.
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Figura 3.4: O −C diagrams of Kepler-11 system. Planets b, c, d, e, f, and g from to to bottom.
The black filled circles are the observed points fitted by a linear ephemeris, the blue open circles
are the simulated points fitted by the same linear ephemeris of the observations. The simulated
points are calculated from the TRADES program with the initial parameters from the best model in
Lissauer et al. (2011a). Residual plots, as the difference between observed and simulated central
time (T0,obs − T0,sim), in the lower panel of each O −C plot. The unit of measurement of the
left O −C y-axis is days (d) and minutes (m) for the right one. The N in the abscissa identifies
the transit number respect to the reference transit time of the ephemeris of each body (second
column of Table 3.3).
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Figura 3.5: Same plots as in Fig. 3.4, but with the parameters determined with the TRADES-LM
(solution K11-II in Table 3.2).
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Figura 3.6: Masses (upper-panel) and eccentricities (lower-panel) for the Kepler-11 planets, calculated with
TRADES in grid+LM mode (white-blue circle with blue error bars, see the legend on top of the upper plot)
and 2σ confidence intervals from bootstrap analysis (red filled bars), with initial eccentricity of 0.001 for each
planet. The blue-yellow circle (dark-green error bars) is the best simulation (number 10, χ2r , calculated mass,
Mg,out, and input mass, Mg,out, are reported in the legend at the top of the plots). The different simulations
(different initial mass of planet g, mg,in) have been plotted from left (first simulation) to right (eleventh simu-
lation) for each planet. Masses and eccentricities by Lissauer et al. (2013) plotted as black lines (values on top
of the plots) with the 2σ confidence intervals (light-gray filled bars). Red lines at 1 M⊕ (solid) and at 10 M⊕
(dashed).
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Figura 3.7: Same plot as in Fig. 3.6, but for simulations with initial eccentricities of 0.1.
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Figura 3.8: Same plot as in Fig. 3.6, but for simulations with different initial eccentricities: eb =
0.05, ec = 0.05, ed = 0.001, ee = 0.005, ef = 0.005, eg = 0.1. The best solution of this plot is the
so-called K11-III solution; see Table 3.2 for the summary of the final parameters.
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Figura 3.9: O-C plots (observed with black solid circle, simulated with blue open circle) for the
solution K11-III (best simulation in Fig. 3.8) for the planets of the Kepler-11 system. For each plot
the lower panel shows the residuals. The N (x-axis) has the same meaning as in Fig. 3.4.
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Tabella 3.3: Ephemeris fitted to the first three quarters of data of
the Kepler-11 system.
Planet T0 [BJDUTC] P [days]
b 2455187.88389±0.00028 10.30375±0.00002
c 2455205.62519±0.00014 13.02502±0.00001
d 2455185.63958±0.00027 22.68718±0.00004
e 2455147.13846±0.00021 31.99589±0.00006
f 2455151.40372±0.00089 46.68877±0.00036
g 2455120.29008±0.00286 118.37774±0.00237
Tabella 3.4: Main differences in the Kepler-11 analysis for each solution.
K11-I K11-II K11-III
Quarters 1 to 3 1 to 3 1 to 12
Initial parameters Lis2011a K11-I K11-II and e from Lis2013b
Number of fitted parameters 18 30 30
Degrees of freedom (dof) 88 76 190
TRADES mode LM LM grid (Mg) + LM
Bootstrap yes yes yes
χ2r 1.25 1.46 1.80
a Lissauer et al. (2011a) b Lissauer et al. (2013)
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3.3 Test case: Kepler-9 system
Another ideal benchmark for testing TRADES is the multiple planet system
Kepler-9 (KOI-377). Kepler-9 is a G2 dwarf Solar-like star with a magnitude V =
13.9 (Holman et al. 2010), mass of 1.07±0.05 M¯ and radius R? = 1.02±0.05 R¯
(Torres et al. 2011). From the first three quarters of the Keplerdata, Holman et al.
(2010) identified two transiting Saturn-sized planet candidates (Kepler-9 b and c
with radii of about∼ 0.8RJup) near the 2:1 mean motion resonance (MMR). They
detected an additional signal related to a third, smaller planet (KOI-377.03, esti-
mated radius ∼ 1.5R⊕), validated with BLENDER in Torres et al. (2011) but still
unconfirmed. The last planet will not be input in my simulations given that the-
re is no confirmation by spectroscopic follow-up so far (the expected RV semi-
amplitude, of about ∼ 1.5 ms−1, would not increase the scatter in the RV data).
Moreover, Holman et al. (2010) stated that the dynamical influences of the four-
th body on other planets is undetectable on Keplerdata (TTV amplitude of the
order of ten seconds).
From the analysis of the dP/dt of the parabolic fit (quadratic ephemeris) of the
T0s of each planet Holman et al. (2010) inferred the masses of Kepler-9b and
Kepler-9c to be 0.252±0.013MJup and 0.171±0.013MJup, respectively; they used
the RV measurements, from six spectra with the HIRES Rachelle spectrograph
at Keck Observatory (Vogt et al. 1994b), only to put a constraint on the mas-
ses. Holman et al. (2010) set an upper limit to the mass of the KOI-377.03 of
about 7M⊕, but they could not fix the lower mass limit (the authors proposed
1M⊕ for a volatile-rich planet with a hot extended atmosphere). Torres et al.
(2011) could not determine a mass value for KOI-377.03, but estimated a radius
of 1.64+0.19−0.14R⊕.
I assumed the orbital parameters of the two planets at tepoch = 2455088.212
BJDUTC from Table S6 in Holman et al. (2010, Supporting On-line Material,
SOM), and set ic = 89◦.12 (Holman 2012, priv. comm.; the value of 88◦.12 reported
in the Supporting On-line Material is inconsistent with the transit geometry). I
simulated the system with TRADES, without fitting any parameter, spanning the
first three quarters of the Keplerobservations. I fitted a linear ephemeris (see
Table 3.5) to the observations and compared the resulting O −C diagrams wi-
th those from the simulations (Fig. 3.10). With the parameters from Holman
et al. (2010) I obtained a simulated O−C for Kepler-9c which is systematically
offset from the observed data points by ∼ 300 minutes (see Fig. 3.10, middle pa-
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nel). In the bottom panel of the Fig. 3.10 I plot the RV model compared to the
observations and the residuals.
I reported in Table , also, the quadratic ephemeris for a compariso with the
discovery paper. My linear and quadratic ephemeris in Table 3.5 adopt the tran-
sit closest to the median epoch as time of reference for each body, while Holman
et al. (2010) used the last transit time as reference for Kepler-9c.
Tabella 3.5: Linear and quadratic ephemeris (in BJDUTC) fitted to data of Kepler-9
system.
ephemeris Kepler-9b Kepler-9c
linear 2455073.448177±0.000069 2455086.276884±0.000121
19.243719±0.000020 38.972972±0.000072
quadratic 2455073.433861±0.012302 2455086.311873±0.014707a
19.243164±0.002317 38.962410±0.006893
0.001271±0.000846 −0.013413±0.004030
a I used the central transit time as reference for the quadratic fitting, while
Holman et al. (2010) used the last time.
In order to investigate whether this behavior is due to bugs in TRADES, I ran
a second analysis with the MERCURY package (Chambers & Migliorini 1997). I si-
mulated the same system with MERCURY and used the same technique described
in Sect. 2.2.1 to calculate the central time of the simulated transits. The diffe-
rence between the mid-transit times from TRADES and MERCURY (with RADAU15
and Hybrid integrator) has a maximum absolute value of ∼ 0.16 seconds for an
integration of 500 days. I did the calculation of the Keplerian orbital elements
both for TRADES and MERCURY, and I verified the trend of the X coordinate (the
coordinate used as alarm in case of eclipses for Kepler-9) of each planet as func-
tion of time (in a range of time around an observed transit): I did not find any
difference or unexpected behavior between TRADES and MERCURY.
The period of Kepler-9c in the SOM at the reference epoch 2455088.212 BJDUTC
is neither compatible with period of 38.93486 days calculated from the quadra-
tic ephemeris in Holman et al. (2010), nor with periods in Table 3.5 for my linear
and quadratic ephemeris. These tests support my results showing that the pro-
blem is not in the integrator or in the subroutine used to calculate the transit
times.
Then, I fitted M , P , e, ω, and M (mean anomaly) of both planets and Ω of
planet c using the LMalgorithm in TRADES. I found that for all the fitted para-
meters the new values are consistent with those by Holman et al. (2010, see co-
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lumn one and two of Table 3.6 for a comparison). Only one parameter, Pc, is
in agreement with the discovery paper within 2σ. The small changes in the pa-
rameter values are enough to explain the O −C offset of planet c. The mean
longitudes (λ=Ω+ω+M) of the two planets differs from the two solution only
by few degrees, but this determines a small misalignement of the initial condi-
tion that could have a strong effect in MMR configuration. This simulation gives
a χ2 ≈ 28.39, for 10 dof, resulting in a χ2r ≈ 2.839. The results in Table 3.6 (solu-
tion K9-I) and in Fig. 3.11 the O−Cs and the RV diagrams (notations and colors
as in Fig. 3.10).
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Figura 3.10: O−C diagrams (with residuals) from linear ephemeris for planet Kepler-9b (top pa-
nel) and Kepler-9c (middle panel) with the discovery paper’s parameters (see column two of Ta-
ble 3.6); observations plotted as solid black circles, simulations plotted as open blue circles. N, in
the abscissa, has the same meaning of Fig. 3.4. Bottom panel shows the RV observations as solid
black circles, simulations at the same BJDUTC as open blue circles, the dotted blue line is the RV
model for the whole simulation.
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Tabella 3.6: Parameters of the Kepler-9 system at epoch tepoch = 2455088.212 BJDUTC.
Parameter Holman et al. (2010)a K9-Ib K9-IIc
M?[M¯] 1.0±0.1
R?[R¯] 1.1±0.09
Mb[MJup] 0.252±0.013 0.246+0.008−0.008±0.014 0.137+0.001−0.001±0.002
Rb[RJup] 0.842±0.069
Pb[days] 19.2372±0.0007 19.23686+0.00041−0.00032±0.00051 19.23876+0.00004−0.00004±0.00006
eb 0.151±0.034 0.131+0.008−0.006±0.016 0.058+0.001−0.001±0.002
ib[
◦] 88.55±0.25
ωb[
◦] 18.56±13.69 18.91+0.60−0.92±14.58 356.06+0.11−0.21±0.44
Mb[
◦] 332.15±14.06 333.79+0.89−0.97±14.27 3.78+0.22−0.20±0.60
Ωb[
◦] 0 (fixed)
Mc[MJup] 0.171±0.013 0.169+0.005−0.006±0.017 0.094+0.001−0.001±0.002
Rc[RJup] 0.823±0.067
Pc[days] 38.992±0.005 38.97897+0.00182−0.00222±0.00336 38.98610+0.00020−0.00021±0.00043
ec 0.133±0.039 0.119+0.004−0.003±0.012 0.068+0.001−0.001±0.001
ic[◦] 89.12±0.17d
ωc[◦] 101.31±47.05 102.85+0.43−0.51±8.04 167.57+0.01−0.01±0.01
Mc[◦] 6.89±47.20 7.48+0.41−0.35±6.10 307.43+0.06−0.05±0.07
Ωc[◦] 2±3 1.63+0.07−0.11±1.19 359.89+0.30−0.98±0.02
χ2/dof 28.382/10 80.852/56
χ2r 2.84 1.44
Results for the analysis of the Kepler-9 system with TRADES using as fitting parameters the
masses, the period, the eccentricity, the argument of pericenter and, the mean anomaly of
both planets and the longitude of node of Kepler-9c.
a Parameters from the SOM of Holman et al. (2010).
b Analysis with TRADES with initial parameters and T0s from Holman et al. (2010, SOM).
Transits and RVs fit.
c Analysis with TRADES+PSO+LM and T0s from Mazeh et al. (2013). Initial parameter bounda-
ries were large enough to contains both solutions K9-I and by Holman et al. (2010). I fit only
transits, ignored 6 RV points.
d The authors confirmed a typo in the inclination of Kepler-9c in the SOM (Holman 2012,
priv. comm.), considering that the value of 88◦.12 reported is inconsistent with the transit
geometry.
3.3.1 Transit time analysis of the twelve quarters
As for the Kepler-11 system, I extended the analysis of Kepler-9 to the first
twelve quarters of Keplerdata using the transit times from Mazeh et al. (2013). I
did not find any transit time to discard using the same criteria used for Kepler-
11. First of all I extended the integration of the orbits of the planets from the
solution K9-II to the twelve quarters (I did not fit any parameters in this simu-
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Figura 3.11: Kepler-9 system: same plots as in Fig. 3.10, but with the parameters determined with
TRADES-LM (K9-I of Table 3.6).
lation) and I compare the observed T0s and RVs with the simulated ones. In
Fig. 3.12 it is clear that the simulation diverges quite soon from the observa-
tions. I run a simulation with the MERCURY package with same initial parameters
of TRADES and comparing the resulting O −C diagrams: I found the same be-
havior. Furthermore, I calculated the transit time differences between TRADES
and MERCURY and I found that the maximum absolute difference is of about 12
seconds, which is really smaller than the error bars of the T0s.
I considered the orbital solution K9-I in Table 3.6 and I run a simulation on
the T0s of Mazeh et al. (2013) for the same first 3 quarters of Holman et al. (2010).
The six RV points are taken into account. The fitted orbital solution has all the
parameters in agreement with the solution K9-I.
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Figura 3.12: Kepler-9 system: O −C diagrams from the parameters obtained (solution K9-I in
Table 3.6) with TRADES on the data from Holman et al. (2010) extended to the twelve quarters of
Kepler. The simulations are compared with the T0s from Mazeh et al. (2013), while the RVs are
from the discovery paper. The epoch of the transits (N in x-axis) are calculated from the linear
ephemeris from Mazeh et al. (2013).
Then, I fit all the 12 quarters with initial condition from solution K9-I. The final
χ2r is ∼ 33 (for 62 dof). The O−C diagrams (Fig 3.13) are fitted better than those
in Fig. 3.12, and the RV plot shows a lower amplitude.
In order to investigate the origin of this disagreement between observations
and simulations when fitting 12 quarters (Figs. 3.12 and 3.13), I analyzed the T0s
by Mazeh et al. (2013) with N simulations, each one fitting 3 adjacent quarters of
data (I called it ’3 moving quarters’) and the 6 RV, e.g., I consider quarter 1 to 3, 2
to 4, and up to 10 to 12. I set the parameters from solution K9-I as the initial pa-
rameters of each simulations. I had good fits up to the simulation with quarters
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Figura 3.13: Kepler-9 system: O−C diagrams from the fit with TRADES on the data from the twelve
quarters of Kepler. T0s from Mazeh et al. (2013), while the RV are from the discovery paper. Initial
parameters from the solution K9-I. χ2r ≈ 33.57 for 62 dof. Given the high value of the χ2r I did not
report the parameters of this solution.
6, 7, 8; the following simulations showed increased χ2r (> 700) that dropped to
≈ 44 only for the last 3 moving simulation (quarters 10, 11, 12). In this analysis
I found that the bad fit starts when the solution K9-I diverges in Fig. 3.12. This
could be an hint that the original solution determined analyzing only the first 3
quarters of data is biased by the short time scale.
3.3.2 Dynamical analysis without RV points
Due to the high χ2 in Fig. 3.13 I re-analyzed the Kepler-9 system in a diffe-
rent way. I chose to run many simulations with GA+LM and PSO+LM on all 12
quarters with and without fitting the RV points. I set quite wide bounds on the
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parameters, in particular I set the masses to be bound between 10−6 MJup and
1 MJup and the eccentricities between 0 and 0.3. The best solution (K9-II) has
been obtained with the TRADES mode PSO+LM) without RV fitting. This solution
has a χ2r of about 1.44 for 56 dof (summary of the final parameters in Table 3.6).
The masses of solution K9-II are about 55% of the masses published by Holman
et al. (2010). Furthermore, the eccentricities are smaller than the published ones
(calculated from the SOM of Holman et al. 2010) and of the order of 0.06. These
small values of the masses and the eccentricities imply a RV semi-amplitude of
about 16.11 ms−1, smaller than the one from the solution K9-I (∼ 28.91 ms−1) ex-
tended to all 12 quarters. Furthermore, using the FMA tool (Marzari et al. 2002)
I found that this solution is stable.
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Figura 3.14: O−C diagrams (top and middle plot) for the solution K9-II in Table 3.6 from the fit
of the T0s for the 12 quarters and neglecting the 6 RV points. Colors and markers as in Fig. 3.13
χ2r ≈ 1.44 for 56 dof. In the bottom panel, the RV model (blue dots) from the solution K9-II with
over-plotted RV observations (black dots with error-bars). I cannot have the RV residuals from
TRADES. The RV model has a lower RV semi-amplitude of about 12.80 ms−1 respect to the RVs
from the discovery paper.
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Capitolo 4
Applications to the CHEOPS
Mission and TASTE project
In this chapter I will present some preliminary results coming from the TRADES
analysis. The simulations are based on specific characteristics of two projects I
am involved in: CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite) and TASTE (The
Asiago Search of Transit timing variations of Exoplanets).
As first case I will show simulations of the Kepler-9 system as if observed by
the CHEOPS satellite. In particular, the available data is a synthetic set of few
transit times of the planet b (planet c not detected) and stellar RVs. In the second
part of the chapter, I will show few simulated systems from the TASTE project
sample.
4.1 Analysis of TTV capability of the CHEOPS mission
CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite1) is a space S-class mission that
has been recently selected by ESA and the launch is foreseen for the end of the
2017. CHEOPS is as small telescope, of about ∼ 30 cm of diameter, which goal
is to observe exoplanets with Neptune to Earth radii (1− 6 R⊕) and to charac-
terize their structure. This will be achieved from the analysis of transits in high
precision photometric series of bright stars. CHEOPS will be able to detect at-
mosphere for planets with Neptune- to Earth-like masses hosted by a G5 dwarf
star with V ∼ 9 mag, if the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio would be of the order of
1CHEOPS web page at cheops.unibe.ch
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10. The precision needed to achieve this goal should be of about 20 ppm for 6
hours of integration time.
This satellite will not point stars blindfold, but it will target stars hosting kno-
wn planets, previously detected via accurate RV observations (i.e., from HARPS-
N) or from transit surveys (ground-based, i.e., NGTS, or space mission, i.e., TESS).
In case of previous detection of exoplanets by RV, CHEOPS will search for a tran-
sit signal in order to break the M-i degeneracy, allowing to determine the planet
density. If a planet is already known to transit, CHEOPS will do a ‘follow-up’ ob-
servation to obtain a measurement of the radius of the planet with a precision
of 10% or better. The sample of bright stars should be of about 150 targets and it
is foreseen that the mission will last for about 3.5 years.
CHEOPS will observe only few transits of a planet, maybe up to 10 transits
covering up to 2 days of observations for each planet, with a time cadence of
about 30 seconds. The right amount of time and transits needed per target will
be defined during the phase of the target selection. The satellite will reach the
maximum number of transits only if some peculiar behavior will be detected. In
particular with 10 transits it is possible to detect a TTV signal even for Neptune-
size (and smaller) planets. The presence of a TTV would add more information
to the transits and to other previous observations, and sometimes it could be the
only method able to detect the presence of a further exoplanet in the system.
4.1.1 Simulation based on Kepler-9 system
I have simulated a test case for CHEOPS based on the Kepler-9 system, kno-
wing the mission goal and hypothesizing the observation strategy. I have used
TRADES to integrate the orbits of Kepler-9 system with initial parameters from
the solution K9-II in Sect. 3.3.2 for the duration of the CHEOPS mission, 3.5
years. I have selected 10 random transits from the transits of planet b by Mazeh
et al. (2013), while I have assumed that planet c would not be detected by transi-
ts. I have selected a total of 30 RV points, from the simulated model, in 3 obser-
vational seasons (3 alternating blocks of 6 months). I have assumed an uncer-
tainty of 5 m/s for the simulated RVs. This value is of the order of that expected
from high precision observations. These 30 random RVs would allow the detec-
tion of the periods of both planets by using the GLS periodogram (Zechmeister
& Kürster 2009).
I have assumed to know completely the parameters of planet b, so I have
fixed them to the solution K9-II. I have used TRADES in GA and PSO mode and
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then I have refined the solution with LM fitting M , P , e, ω, M, and i of planet c.
First, I have limited the boundaries of Pc covering some strong MMR (i.e., 2:1,
3:1, and so on) and I have set the maximum mass of c to be 13 MJup. But from
these kind of simulation, without any other limit on the inclination, TRADES has
returned unstable solutions in most of the cases. Then, I have set the boundaries
to: Mc = 0−13 MJup, P = 30−45 d, e = 0−0.5, ω= 0◦−360◦, M= 0◦−360◦, and
i = 80◦−100◦. I have put a strong limit to Pc because it was detectable from the
periodogram of the RVs. While, I have set ∆i = 20◦ around 90◦ in order to look
for a quasi-coplanar solution.
Some simulations have shown a χ2r < 2, but using the FMA tool I have found
that only one orbital configuration could be stable. In particular, a simulation
has returned a χ2r ' 1.4, but it was unstable. The stable orbital solution (C-K9-I,
for here on) has a χ2r ≈ 1.69 for 34 degrees of freedom. The values of the para-
meters of the two solutions (the stable and the unstable) are quite similar and
within the error bar. Furthermore, the mean longitude (λ) of both solutions is
equal to ≈ 136◦. The difference between the solutions is the value of the ωc and
of the Mc, that defines the position of the planet at the epoch of refence. This
small difference is enough to determine the unstability of one the orbital confi-
guration. The O−C diagrams and the RV plots of the stable solution in Fig. 4.1a
are just alike those of the unstable solution in Fig. 4.1b. The differences in the
figures could be barely seen. This is a clear example of the degeneracy of the pa-
rameters in the inverse problem and it shows the necessity of a stability analysis
of the solution.
The mass of planet c of the solution C-K9-I is of about 0.223 MJup, quite hi-
gher than the value found in solution K9-II and K9-I. This is probably due to the
uncertainty of ∼ 5 m/s associated to the RV points that allows quite high mass
values. The summary of the solution C-K9-I is in Table 4.1.
At time of writing the analysis of the TTV capability of the CHEOPS satellite
is still in an early phase and these are only preliminary results. However, TRADES
was able to identify a stable solution that has put strong limits on the possible
orbital configurations of the system. I will do many more analysis of simulated
systems that properly reflects the possible targets of the CHEOPS mission. I will
use more precise transit times, reasonable RV uncertainties, and exoplanetary
systems with different characteristics and configurations, such as system with
planet pairs trapped in different MMRs.
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Tabella 4.1: Orbital solution C-K9-I ba-
sed on the Kepler-9 system at epoch
tepoch = 2455088.212 BJDUTC.
Mc[MJup] 0.223 ± 0.018
Pc[days] 39.1097 ± 0.0131
ec 0.0056 ± 0.0097
ωc[◦] 28.7 ± 135.3
Mc[◦] 108.7 ± 137.0
ic[◦] 96.9 ± 3.8
The parameters for the planet c are de-
termined after a simulation with TRADES
in mode PSO+ LM.
Final χ2r of about 1.69 for 34 dof.
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(a) Stable solution C-K9-I for the Kepler-9 system. χ2r ≈ 1.69.
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(b) Unstable solution for the Kepler-9 system. χ2r ≈ 1.4.
Figura 4.1: Simulations obtained with TRADES in mode PSO+LM. In both figures: upper panel,
O−C diagram for the T0 of the planet c and residuals; bottom panel, RV diagram and residuals.
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4.2 TASTE sample analysis
I am involved in TASTE, The Asiago Search of Transit timing variations of Exo-
planets, a project based on small/medium ground-based telescopes. Its goal is
to obtain short cadence high-precision photometric series (or light curves, LCs)
of a sample of transiting exoplanets for which has been claimed a TTV signal.
Initially, TASTE used the Asiago observatory2 in cooperation with Osservato-
rio Astronomico della Valle d’Aosta3 (OAVdA), but now it has been extended to
other worldwide facilities, such as IAC-80 telescope4, UDEM 0.36 m telescope
(Universidad de Monterrey, Mexico), and many others.
The proposed strategy, that characterize the TASTE observations, is based on
monitoring and reducing all those sources of systematic trends: the so-called
red noise (or correlated noise) that afflicts many ground-based telescopes (Ta-
muz et al. 2005). At this purpose, it has been developed a pipeline reduction
able to monitor and to correct these sources of noise with an empirical, iterative
algorithm: STARSKY (Nascimbeni et al. 2011a).
The data collection is characterized by defocus technique minimizing flat-
field variation and collecting many photons without reaching the saturation le-
vel of the camera. Usually it is used the windowing of the CCD reducing the read
time of the images allowing an high duty cycle. The CCD window is properly
chosen to contain at least few reference stars. Furthermore, the observations
start about an hour before the ingress of the transit (pre-ingress) and stop about
an hour after the egress (post-egress). In this way it is possible to correct for the
presence of trends, i.e, due to the varying air-mass of the object, and it is pos-
sible to estimate the photometric precision of the series. The LC of the target
is obtained with STARSKY, that uses an approach based on differential photo-
metry weighted for the reference stars in the field. These reference stars are ca-
refully chosen before the observations in order to minimize systematics due to
magnitude or color effects.
The original sample of 12 TTV candidates for the TASTE project can be found
in the first paper by Nascimbeni et al. (2011a); this sample has been changed
with time after new analysis performed by the authors and other works. The
first analysis of the TASTE sample have been done on: HAT-P-3b and HAT-P-
14b (Nascimbeni et al. 2011a), HAT-P-13b (Nascimbeni et al. 2011b), WASP-3b
2Asiago telescopes at www.oapd.inaf.it
3www.oavda.it
4www.iac.es
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(Nascimbeni et al. 2013), and recently HAT-P-20b and WASP-1b (Granata et al.
2014).
4.2.1 HAT-P-13 system
The HAT-P-13 system has been discovered by Bakos et al. (2009) and it sho-
ws the presence of two planets. HAT-P-13 is a G4 bright dwarf star (Bakos et al.
2009). The planet HAT-P-13b is an ‘hot-Jupiter’ on an orbit of about 2.9 days.
HAT-P-13c is a massive body, with mass of the order of 14 MJup. The planet b
have been observed by the transit method, while planet c has been discovered
only by RV. The transit of HAT-P-13c has been searched by Szabó et al. (2010)
in a multi-site campaign without any success. In Pál et al. (2011) has been clai-
med an unusual TTV signal of planet b, but the true nature of this signal is still
uncertain (Nascimbeni et al. 2011b; Fulton et al. 2011).
I have taken the T0s from the work by Southworth et al. (2012); these T0s con-
tains, also, some data points from non-professional astronomers (see Fig. 4.2).
In addition, I have used the RVs published by Winn et al. (2010). In the latter
work has been used the RV points from Bakos et al. (2009) and from the analysis
of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (RV variation during the transit of an exopla-
net). Winn et al. (2010) found a trend in the residuals of the RV plot (see Fig. 4.3).
The authors interpreted this trend as a variation of the proper motion of the
system (γ˙) that could be due to a farther fourth body.
Figura 4.2: O−C diagram (by Southworth et al. 2012) calculated respect to the linear ephemeris
proposed by Southworth et al. (2012). Black dots from Southworth et al. (2012), gray dots from
Bakos et al. (2009), blue from Szabó et al. (2010), lilac from Pál et al. (2011), green from Nascim-
beni et al. (2011b), red from Fulton et al. (2011), and open circles from non-professional timings.
Dotted line is the linear ephemeris by Bakos et al. (2009), while the dashed line is the sinusoidal
signal proposed by Nascimbeni et al. (2011b).
Some parameters, such as the mean anomaly (M) of both bodies, are missing
in both works by Southworth et al. (2012) and Winn et al. (2010). I have used a
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Figura 4.3: RV plot as in Winn et al. (2010). Black dots observational data, RV model (gray line in
the upper panel) calculated from a Keplerian fit with planet b and c. The trend parameter γ˙ has
been set equal to 0.
rough value of the parameters from the two papers, I have set the M of b and
c to random values between 0◦ and 360◦, and I have set the orbit of planet c
co-planar with b (ic = ib = 89◦.13). I have set mass and radius of the star and
the radius of the planet b to the Southworth et al. (2012) values: M? = 1.32 M¯,
R? = 1.756 R¯, Rb = 1.487 RJup; I have assumed the radius of planet c equal to
1.2 RJup.
I have fitted 12 parameters with TRADES in LM mode: M , P , e, ω, and M for
both HAT-P-13b and HAT-P-13c, i and Ω only for planet c. In Fig. 4.4a I show
how TRADES has reproduced the plots presented in Southworth et al. (2012) and
Winn et al. (2010), with the same trend in the residuals of the RV panel taking
into account only planets b and c. The χ2 of the simulation is of about 2876.37
with 126 dof, that is χ2r ' 22.65.
Then, I have removed the RV points that have been used for the analysis of the
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect and I have repeated the analysis. This orbital solu-
tion has a lower χ2 ' 2188.74 than the previous, but for less degrees of freedom
(84), that outputs an higher χ2r of about 26.06 (see Fig. 4.4b for the O−C and RV
plots).
I have used the parameters found by TRADES, without RVs from RM analysis,
for the next step of the analysis: search for an additional fourth body. Winn et al.
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(2010) proposed that the γ˙ term in the RV residuals would imply a fourth body
with different combinations of mass and distance, in particular a 2.5MJup body
at 5 au, or a 10MJup planet at 10 au, or a star of 90MJup at 30 au. I have tried to
search this hypothetical body (named ‘d’) by the PSO algorithm with very large
boundaries on the fitted mass and semi-major axis of planet d that could cover
the values proposed by Winn et al. (2010). I have set the upper limit of the ec-
centricity of this planet to 0.5, I have let ω and M freely varying between 0 and
360 degress. I have fixed Ω = 0◦ and id = ib (coplanar). The fitted parameters
were: Md, ad (Pd), ed, ωd, and Md. I have fixed all the parameters of HAT-P-13b
and HAT-P-13c. Until now, all the simulations did not returned a χ2r lower than
2000.
Then, I have run a grid+LM search with mass and semi-major axis covering the
proposed values by Winn et al. (2010) and fitting the same parameters of the
PSO search. I used logarithmic steps in the grid for 66 combinations of para-
meters. I set the initial ec = 0.0663, a random number between 0.1 and 0.002,
ωd = 62◦.165 and Md = 81◦.9312, random numbers between 0◦ and 360◦. The
grid+LM simulation ended with 47 orbital solutions with a χ2r < 26.6 (the value
of HAT-P-13 system with planets b and c), and 19 of them had a χ2r < 16, for 91
degrees of freedom. These better-fit orbital configurations show an high dege-
neracy in the parameter space Md−Pd. In particular, the first three best simu-
lations (subscripts 1, 2, and 3) have returned χ2r very close to 15, but different
values of mass and period (semi-major axis): χ2r,1 = 15.28, with Md,1 = 8.2MJup
and Pd,2 = 12808.8 days (ad,1 = 11.776 au); χ2r,2 = 15.34, with Md,2 = 5.9MJup
and Pd,2 = 9957.4 days (ad,2 = 9.950 au); χ2r,3 = 15.38, with Md,3 = 11.1MJup and
Pd,3 = 14404.1 days (ad,3 = 12.743 au).
As it can be seen in Fig. 4.5a, 4.5b, and 4.6, the different masses and periods
of the first three best-fit orbital configurations have almost the same effect: they
do not reproduce the scattered T0s (the claimed TTV) and they have removed a
linear slope of the RV residuals, but a sinusoidal long-time RV term is still visible.
Taking into account only the T0s I cannot exclude the solution with only planets
b and c. Furthermore, the best-fit orbital configuration with an additional four-
th body cannot reproduce neither the TTV nor the features in the RV residuals.
The analysis needs observations on more long time base and further it is needed
to understand if the uncertainties on the T0s have been underestimated. If the
latter is true, a linear ephemeris of HAT-P-13b cannot be excluded and the T0
would not increase the information on the system. The only clue about an addi-
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tional body would be the particular trend in the RV residuals. I am still working
on this system and this is only an early analysis, but quite interesting.
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(a) Resulting plots from the simulation with TRADES starting with rough initial parameters and fitting 12
parameters. Data from Southworth et al. (2012) and Winn et al. (2010). χ2r ≈ 22.65 for 126 dof.
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(b) Resulting plots from the simulation with TRADES starting with initial parameters as in Fig. 4.4a, fitting 12
parameters, but neglecting the RVs from the analysis of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect. χ2r ≈ 26.06 for 84 dof.
Figura 4.4: Resulting plots from the simulation with TRADES starting with rough initial parameters
and fitting 12 parameters. The RV plots (bottom panels in both figures) show the same trend
feature in RV residuals as in Fig. 4.3.
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(a) Third best-fit simulation in the grid+LM search. Md,3 = 11.1MJup, Pd,3 = 14404.1 days (ad,3 = 12.743 au),
χ2r,3 ≈ 15.38 for 91 dof.
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(b) Second best-fit simulation in the grid+LM search. Md,2 = 5.9MJup, Pd,2 = 9957.4 days (ad,2 = 9.950 au),
χ2r,2 ≈ 15.34 for 91 dof.
Figura 4.5: O −C and RV diagrams from grid+LM search on mass and semi-major axis of an
hypothetical HAT-P-13d.
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Figura 4.6: First best-fit simulation in the grid+LM simulation, searching for an hypothetical HAT-
P-13d in the system. Md,1 = 8.2MJup, Pd,1 = 12808.8 days (ad,1 = 11.776 au), χ2r,1 ≈ 15.28 for 91
dof.
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4.2.2 WASP-3 system
WASP-3 is an F7-8 dwarf star,V ' 10.6 mag, with mass and radius of 1.110 M¯
and 1.298 R¯, respectively. This star hosts an hot-Jupiter planet, WASP-3b (Pol-
lacco et al. 2008), with mass Mb = 1.76 MJup, radius Rb = 1.31 RJup, and period
Pb ' 1.8468 days.
After the discovery of WASP-3b, different analysis have done on this system
with ground-based facilities. In particular, the first claim of a periodic TTV si-
gnal can be found in the work by Maciejewski et al. (2010). The authors esti-
mated a perturbing planet in an outer 2:1 MMR with a mass of about 15 M⊕.
The TTV periodicity found by Maciejewski et al. (2010) was confirmed by Eibe
et al. (2012) including the TDV analysis, but later it was excluded by Montalto
et al. (2012). In the latter work has been proposed that the stellar activity could
be a source of the TTV. Then, in Nascimbeni et al. (2013), the TTV signal was
described by a chaotic orbital configuration. Maciejewski et al. (2013) analyzed
new high-precision transit data and different set of RV points. They excluded
that the activity could affect their transit LCs and they stated that the periodic
and chaotic TTV previously proposed would be due to underestimated uncer-
tainties and systematic effects of the photometric series. Also, they analyzed the
sensitivity of their data to a perturber with different mass and period, but the
RV fit and the T0s re-estimation would be consistent with a 2-body system with
only the planet WASP-3b in a circularized orbit.
These TTV claims and retractions would make the WASP-3 system a quite in-
teresting case. I would like to see what I could obtain with TRADES among the
different results proposed in literature. I have taken the T0s from the TASTE ar-
chive (Table 3 by Nascimbeni et al. 2013); for each available observation, I have
used the median T0s of the ‘selected’ sample and I have calculated as uncer-
tainty the mean of the absolute value of the negative and positive error. For the
simultaneous observations of the same transit I have used the weighted average
of the T0 and its associated error. The RV sample is the published data set in Ta-
ble 2 by Maciejewski et al. (2013). I have not taken all the RV data set used in that
work, because they have different RV offsets (different system velocity, γ, values)
and I have not implemented the fit of multiple RV set in TRADES, yet. The T0s
and the RVs, I have used in the next simulations, are shown in Fig. 4.7.
I have used as initial parameters the values found in Maciejewski et al. (2013)
and in Nascimbeni et al. (2013). In particular, in Maciejewski et al. (2013) has
been sad that the eccentricity could be consistent with zero value, but their best
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Figura 4.7: Top-panel: O−C diagram built with theT0s by Nascimbeni et al. (2013). Bottom-panel:
observed RVs by Maciejewski et al. (2013).
Keplerian fit gave a small non zero value of 0.02. When e = 0, ω is undefined
and M has not been determined. Indeed, I have set e to an initial random value
between 0 and 0.02. I have done the same for the two missing angles choosing
them randomly between 0 and 360 degrees. Then, I have let TRADES in LM mode
to determine the proper values fitting M , P , e, ω, and M of WASP-3b. The si-
mulation gave a χ2r of about 3.65 for 44 dof. In Figure 4.8 I report the O−C and
the RV plot of the simulation. In this case the simulatedO−C (open-blue circles
in top panel of Fig. 4.8) are perfectly at zero, because I have simulated a 2-body
system that has strictly periodic transits.
I have searched for a third body, a planet c, by using TRADES in GA and PSO
modes. I have fixed the parameters of WASP-3b to the 2-body values, and I ha-
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Figura 4.8: Top: O −C diagram of WASP-3b in case of a 2-body system: star and planet. The
simulated O −C (open-blue circles) are correctly aligned to zero value. Bottom: RV plot, with
the model in light-gray dots. The RV offset (γ=−86.93±8.61 ms−1), found by TRADES, has been
subtracted by the RVs.
ve fitted the parameters of the hypothetical planet c. I have used wide boun-
daries on the parameters of planet c in order to take into account the values
proposed in the literature. I have set upper limits of the parameters as follow:
Mc = 13 MJup, Pc = 365.25 days, ec = 0.5. The inclination has been constrained
between 80 and 100 degrees (quasi co-planar case). I have let The other three
angles varying freely between 0 and 360 degrees. I have found a best-fit solution
with a χ2 ' 98.70 (χ2r ' 2.35 for 42 dof, see Fig. 4.9a). The mass (Mc ' 8.9 M⊕)
and period (Pc ' 3.369 days) of this solution are quite in agreement with the
proposed solution by Maciejewski et al. (2010). I have simultaneously done
a series of global search simulations fixing the longitude of the node Ωc = 0◦.
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From this ‘second’ series of simulations I have found a best-fit simulation with
χ2 ' 143.03 (χ2r ' 3.33 for 43 dof, see Fig. 4.9b), whose mass and period values
are of Mc ' 4.1 M⊕ and Pc ' 6.386 days, respectively. Both these two best-fit so-
lutions have a χ2r lower than the 2-body solution. Despite the good data fit of
both solutions, the stability analysis with the FMA tool has found that the so-
lution with the lower χ2r is unstable; an hint of this could be the peculiar orbit
of planet c in Fig. 4.10a, probably due to the value of Ωc ' 63◦. However, the
FMA tool has found that the second best-fit solution is stable (see the plots of
the orbits in Fig. 4.10b). This is another case where the stability analysis is nee-
ded to disentangle degenerate orbital solutions. I have reported in Fig. 4.11 the
‘evolution’ of the fitted parameters as function of the number of the iteration
during the PSO simulation (500 particles for 1000 iterations) of the best-fit stable
solution; the darker gray regions are the accumulation regions due to best local
configurations.
I have extended the global search (refined by the LM) fitting parameters of
planet c (same previous boundaries, fixing Ωc = 0◦), and some parameters of
planet b. They have been tightly constrained, i.e., I have set the upper limit of
the mass to 3MJup and I have limited the period of b between 1.8 and 1.9 days. I
did not have found any solution better than the previous ones or better than the
2-body case. In particular, these solutions have shown χ2r of the order of 4−5 or
I have found they were unstable.
This is a preliminary analysis that cannot still shed light on the doubtful TTV
of WASP-3, and the 2-body solution cannot be excluded. The linear fit on the T0s
has a χ2r of about 4.95 for 30 dof. Following the statement by Maciejewski et al.
(2013), if I double the uncertainties on the T0s and fit a linear ephemeris I find
χ2r ' 1.24. This could strengthen the hypothesis of the one-planet configuration.
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(a) [WASP-3 O −C and RV plots for 3-body unstable solution. O −C (top panels) and RV (bottom panels)
diagrams for the unstable 3-body solution. χ2r ' 2.35 for 42 dof.
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(b) WASP-3O−C and RV plots for 3-body stable solution. O−C (top panels) and RV (bottom panels) diagrams
for the unstable 3-body solution. χ2r ' 3.33 for 43 dof.
Figura 4.9: O−C , RV, and orbits of the unstable and stable 3-body solutions found by TRADES in
PSO mode.
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(a) WASP-3 orbits and RV model for 3-body unstable solution.
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(b) WASP-3 orbits and RV model for 3-body stable solution.
Figura 4.10: O−C , RV, and orbits of the unstable 3-body solution found by TRADES in PSO mode.
Plot of the sky-projected orbits (top-right panel) with the planets transiting the star (colored cir-
cles at given integration step). Orbit-projection plot (bottom-right panel) of the system (colored
circles are the positions of the planets a the initial conditions, and the sizes have been scaled with
masses). In the bottom-left panel the RV model for the whole integration time.
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Figura 4.11: Fitted parameters evolution during the PSO simulation. Number of particles and ite-
rations used was 500 and 1000, respectively. The total number of single configurations evaluated
by the algorithm was 500000 (gray dots). The black line is the best orbital configuration for each
iteration.
Capitolo 5
Conclusions and future
prospectives
5.1 Conclusions
I have developed a program, TRADES, that simulates the dynamics of exopla-
netary systems and that does a simultaneous fit of radial velocities and transit
times data.
Analyzing a simulated planetary system, I have shown that TRADES can determi-
ne the parameters even from low precision data or for a rough guess of the initial
orbital elements.
I have validated TRADESby reproducing the packed exoplanetary system Kepler-
11. The orbital parameters I have determined are in agreement with the values
of the discovery paper and the recent analysis of 14 quarters by Lissauer et al.
(2013). Furthermore, my analysis is in agreement with the results by Migaszew-
ski et al. (2012), that used a similar approach. My best simulation (K11-III) has
returned a value for the mass of the planet g of about 25 M⊕, in agreement wi-
thin the error bars and the confidence interval proposed by Lissauer et al. (2013).
Furthermore, all my simulations have showed a finalχ2r . 2 and the final mass of
planet g is in agreement with the previous works. However, the complexity of the
system did not allow an easy determination of the parameters, because of high
degeneration fo the orbital configurations. The parameter space is clearly cha-
racterized by a forest of minima of the χ2, so the guess in the initial parameters
is very awkward.
I have reproduced the Kepler-9 system (without KOI-377.03) and I have found
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that the parameters from the SOM of the discovery paper (Holman et al. 2010)
cannot properly reproduce the O −C diagram of Kepler-9c. I have tested the
orbits and the O −C diagrams with an independent program, MERCURY, and I
have found the same result. A difference of a few degrees in λ for both planets is
enough to explain the offset of about 300 minutes in the O−C diagram. I have
found the same results after analyzing the T0s by Mazeh et al. (2013) that cover
the same quarters of Holman et al. (2010).
Extending the analysis I have found that the original solution is not compati-
ble to the whole set of data from the 12 quarters by Mazeh et al. (2013). It shows
a divergence of the simulated O−C compared to the observed one (Fig. 3.12).
The solution K9-I, that I have obtained with the same temporal baseline of the
discovery paper cannot explain the observed transit time for the whole set of
T0s.
Only using the combination of a ‘quasi’ global optimized search algorithm, such
as genetic (PIKAIA) or particle swarm (PSO), and the LM it has been possible to
improve the fit on all 12 quarters, but only discarding the six RV points. With
this approach I have found a new stable solution (K9-II) with a χ2r ≈ 1.4 for 56
dof. This solution has led to mass values that are about 55% of the mass values
given in the discovery paper, and smaller eccentricities. These values imply an
RV model that has a smaller semi-amplitude, of about 12.80 ms−1, than that cal-
culated with the six HIRES RV observations.
I need to study better this system, e.g., obtaining more RV points, because it
can shed light on the issue of the different masses of the exoplanets calcula-
ted from RV data and from the TTV (see Masuda et al. 2013, for a similar case).
Follow-up transit observations with CHEOPS will extend the time coverage and
are advisable.
In bothKepler systems I have carried out the analysis of twelve quarters using
the transit times calculated by Mazeh et al. (2013) using an automated algori-
thm. I point out that it would be advisable to analyze in more details the light
curves of the KOIs that show TTV signals and recompute the transit times of the
planets.
It is known that the LM algorithm cannot return reliable errors (with physical
meaning) in presence of correlated errors and complex parameter spaces. For
some parameters the bootstrap analysis returned small intervals of confiden-
ce. A possible explanation is that the parameter distributions in the bootstrap
analysis are limited to values close to those found by the LM algorithm. This is
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probably due to a strong selection effect of the forest of minima in the χ2 spa-
ce. Furthermore, for the Kepler-9 case the measurement errors have tiny effect
compared to the TTV signal that dominates the distribution of the parameters.
I have started optimizing and testing TRADES for the CHEOPS mission. The
purpose is to study the capabilities of this mission in case of the detection of a
TTV signal. This will help to characterize further the planets hosting systems.
I have simulated an hypothetical CHEOPS case based on the Kepler-9 system.
Fixing the parameters of planet b and creating a feasible data set of T0s and RVs
I have found a possible orbital solution near to the real one combining a glo-
bal and a local search in the parameter space. In this case I have found some
degenerate solutions that could well reproduce the data. Only analyzing their
stability with the FMA tool it was possible to determine which is the stable and
best-fit solution. However, a susequently analysis from a stability point of view
is needed in order to disentangle degenerate-unstable solutions.
I have presented few cases from the TASTE project sample, i.e., HAT-P-13 and
WASP-3. These systems have shown a doubful TTV signal. The HAT-P-13 system
is made of transiting planet, HAT-P13b, and by another massive planet that has
been detected by RV method. Winn et al. (2010) observed a trend in the RV re-
siduals of this system and they proposed that it could be attributed to an ad-
ditional fouth body. I have done grid+LM search on mass and semi-major axis
covering the values proposed by Winn et al. (2010). I have found some degene-
rate solutions in mass and period that outputs betterχ2r , remove a linear trend in
the RV residuals, but left a sinusoidal term. This fourth additional body cannot
describe the scattered T0s, and the original solution with planet b and c cannot
be excluded.
Most of the solutions for the WASP-3 system with more than one planet, that I
determined with TRADES, have been found to be unstable. Or, they have shown
a slightly higher χ2 than the solution for the 2-body case.
The main cause of these doubful TTV could be an unprecise analysis of the pho-
tometric series that produces underestimated transit time uncertainties. These
are only very preliminary results and I am still analysing the dynamics of these
systems. More photometric and spectroscopic data are needed to shed light on
the nature of these exoplanetary systems.
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5.2 Side projects and future prospectives
In the near future, I will add a Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain (MCMC) algori-
thm (or an another Bayesian algorithm , e.g., multiNEST, Feroz et al. 2009) in
TRADES to perform parameter estimation and model selection using a Bayesian
approach. The idea is to provide the initial parameters to the Bayesian algori-
thm via the LM algorithm or using a grid search. Furthermore, I plan to include
the transit duration in the fitting procedure, to put further constraint on the pa-
rameter determinatio. Also, I will implement the possibility to simultaneously
fit multiple RV set obtained from different facilities. From a numerical point
of view, it would be advisable to test combination of parameters to be fitted in
order to avoid parameter correlations, i.e., e cosω and e sinω.
I am selecting a wide sample of exoplanetary systems from Mazeh et al. (2013)
list showing TTV signals. The number of the multiple planetary systems in the
list that show TTV signal is quite high, more than 300 at time of writing. So, I
will do a screening of the more interesting cases. This could be based on the
TTV amplitude, or on the shape of the TTV signal, or simply it could be based on
observational parameters that could allow further follow-up with ground-based
facilities.
As already mentioned in section 4.2, I am cooperating with the TASTE pro-
ject, and in particular I am in the pool of the project observers. Furthermore, I
work on the dynamical analysis and on the data processing, as can be found in
the following articles: Nascimbeni et al. (2011b, 2013) and Granata et al. (2014).
I have a role in one of the working group (WG) of the CHEOPS mission re-
sponsible for the study of the dynamics of the exoplanetary systems that CHEOPS
will discover. In particular, I am studying the TTV capability, and feasibility, of
the CHEOPS satellite. I will extend the analysis presented in Section 4.1 to diffe-
rent set of synthetic data, reproducing different sample possibilities, i.e., a diffe-
rent number of observed T0, non-consecutive transits, different set of RVs from
different facilities, different mass and size of the observed planets, and so on.
In addition, I have the task to interface the Italian Science Team of the CHEOPS
mission with the Science Operation Center (SOC). The SOC is a team whose task
is to develop all the common software structure needed by the CHEOPS mis-
sion, from the on-board pre-processing, the on-board quicklook, the simulator
of the performances of the satellite and of the camera, the definition of image
formats and compressions, the pipeline data reduction, and it is responsible of
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the administration of the data archive. All these programs needed to be checked
from a scientific point of view in order to fullfill all the mission requirements.
I am involved in a project that is mainly based on the HARPS-N observa-
tions: Global Architecture of Planetary Systems (GAPS,1 Covino et al. 2013). The
main objectives of the GAPS project can be summarized in: i) frequencies ana-
lysis of low-mass planets as a function of stellar mass, stellar metallicity, den-
sity of the stellar environment, ii) characterization of known exoplanetary sy-
stems, iii) analysis of the stellar activity and of its influence on the determination
of the planetary parameters, and iv) determine accurate planetary mass from
asteroseismologic analysis of the host star.
The Kepler mission has shown that exists a great number of exoplanetary sy-
stems with a wide range of characteristics, and about 10% of them show TTV
signal. With the PLATO mission the number of stars observed will be greater
than Kepler, and it would be logical to expect an even higher number of exo-
planetary systems. As member of one of the PLATO working packages (WPs), I
will apply the knowledge and skills I have learnt from the TRADES development
to the dynamical analysis of the exoplanetary systems that will be discovered by
PLATO. At the same time, I am in charge in the WP responsible for the interface
between the ‘Target and Field Characterization and Selection’ and the ‘PLATO
CCD IMAGE Simulator’ WPs.
1GAPS at INAF-OACT
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